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ABSTRACT

Title of research paper:

Research on the development of Fujian province ship
trading market based on customer value

Degree:

Master of Science in International Transport and Logistics

Chinese Ministry of Transport issued Ship Trading Regulations in March, 2010. The
regulations bring great change to the ship trading form, and since then a lot of ship trading
markets appeared (sprung up). Ship trading market can not only efficiently standardize the
ship transaction, but also promote the development of the shipping industry, and thus
contributes to the boom of regional economy.

Fujian province set up 2 ship trading market

in 2010. During the period of building West Coast Economic Zone, the well-developed
Fujian ship trading market was constantly upgrading the ship transaction environment and
states its significance for shipping industry of Fujian province.
According to the theory of customer value (CV), the development of the shipping
market is closely related to the behavioral intention (HI) of the market customers. This
means the more customers’ support, the better ship trading market will develop. Therefore,
this article will study the development of Fujian ship trading market from the perspective of
CV, and focus the problems as follows:1. in Fujian ship trading market, whether there is a
significant and positive correlation between CV and BI,; 2. driven factors of customer value;
3the customers’ evaluation about CV of Fujian ship trading market; 4.the development
situation of Fujian ship trading market.
On the basis of the literature research, this paper use the model of SERVQUAL to study
the CV of Fujian ship trading market, and designed the CV scale in accordance with the six
dimensions of service tangibles, reliability, supportability, responsiveness, empathy and
service functions. It also studies the CV of Fujian ship trading through questionnaires and
statistical analysis, and finally equates? The development of Fujian ship trading market. The
conclusion is that there is significant and positive correlation between CV and BI, the total
score of CV is -0.71817, the score of all the BI's indicators are less than 5, which means the
development of Fujian ship trading market does not reach customers' expectation. Mainly
because the trading volume of Fujian shipping market didn't match Fujian shipbuilding
industry and maritime province positioning, lower market share in Fujian province and less
III

attractive to the other regional customers. In order to improve the ship trading market, Fujian
province need to advance the function of ship trading market, strengthen the professional
personnel training and internal management, and improve the working environment and so
on.

KEYWORDS: customer value, customer behavioral intention, ship trading market,
SERVQUAL, development evaluation
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Chapter one: Introduction
1.1 Research background and significance
1.1.1 Research background
In 2012, the output value of shipbuilding industry in Fujian amounted to 22.28 billion yuan
with port handling capacity of nearly 440 million tons

[1]

, and as a province riches in

shipbuilding and ocean shipping, Fujian Province has created itself a favorable condition of
developing ship trading industry. Located in the center of the western coast economic zone,
connected to Yangtze River on its north and Pearl River delta on its south, facing Taiwan and
adjacent to Hong Kong and Macao, Fujian province possess both good timing and
geographical advantages to develop the shipping industry. Besides, the rise of port
construction as well as the western coast economic zone construction have brought the soar of
shipping industry, and promoted the boom of ship trading industry of Fujian Province.
Traditionally, the ship trading developed maturely in folk and before the ship trading
management regulations issued, nearly thousand of ship trading was done without
governmental intervention, which proved a lack of certain regulations and normative
operation, and in some degree, it has restricted the development of ship trading industry.
However, after the regulation issued, two ships trading market have been established in Fujian
Province, and after two years of development, they have made great contribution to both
shipbuilding economy and ocean shipping economic development, but whether it could be
developed up to our expectation needs further research.

1.1.2 Research significance
1. Theoretical significance
This paper evaluates ship trading market development from the aspect of the customer value
which is mostly used in the service sectors, but for this new market, the involvement of
customer value theory is a new attempt as well as a breakthrough for the theory itself. It not
only helps to broaden the scope of the use of customer value theory, but also brings a chance
to make a new exploration in the wider fields, hence, the theory could be enriched.
2. Practical significance
By studying the customer value of ship trading market of Fujian Province, this paper aims to
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improve its customer value, and wins more customers’ support and participation, which
eventually promote the development of the trading market as well as the industry; Based on
the research of the development of shipping market, the problems exist in the development
process have been presented, and the countermeasures and suggestions to promote the
development of ship trading market have been put forward correspondingly. The entire
mentioned above have a far-reaching influence on both the shipping development in Fujian
Province and the construction of western coast economic zone.

1.2 Domestic and abroad research status
1.2.1 Abroad research status
1. Relevant research of customer value

Along with the development of the customer value theory, a large number of research experts
emerged, as early as 1954, Peter Drucker pointed out that in the process of purchasing or
consuming, customers are often evaluating not only the product itself, but also the value it
contained

[2]

. Zeithaml (1988) pointed out in his study that customer value refers to the

balance of quality and price, the quality refers to the customer perception of product
superiority, while the price is customers’ subjective assessment for objective price

[3]

.

Anderson (1993) argued that customers’ perception of value is the interests of economy,
technology, society in the trading process with sellers

[4]

. Sheth, Newman (1991), and

Gronroos (1984) pointed out that the products or service provide the customer with five
values, namely functional value, emotional value, context value, social value, and cognition
value [5,6].
With the deepening of customer value researches, scholars have gradually turned to the study
of the impact factors of customer value. Lautebom (1990) argued that the influencing factors
mainly presented as 3 Cs, which are Costs, Convenience and Communication, and analysis
the factors of influencing customer value from the perspective of customers, this will help
enterprises to improve the quality of products and services, and enhance customer perceived
value [7]. Zeithaml (1988) argued that factors that affect value gains include internal and
external attribute, quality cognition and abstract concept of relevant high level, factors of
value loss including the currency price, time and energy, etc.

[8]

. While Parasuraman (1997)

and Morris (1996) attributed the customer value influencing factors to 5 aspects of knowledge:
product, technology, brand and relationship [9, 10].
As to customer value measurement: Parasuraman etc. (1985) explored customer value by
using of quantitative assessment method, and in this way, he obtained the famous PZB model,
formed the famous SERVQUAL factor structure which was equipped with good reliability,
validity, and has become an important mean of evaluating customer value, PZB’s perception

２

of service quality mainly includes the following five aspects: tangibility, reliability,
responsiveness, supportability and transference [11].
2. Relevant research of ship trading market
As to ships investments researches, it is mainly focused on the two aspects of price and the
investment decisions, such as Hale (1992) studied on the second-hand transferring prices
relationship between Cape of Good Hope type, Panama type, portable type. Testing monthly
observed value data of each type in 1980s, and concluded that all variables were collect
themselves in first order, and subject to random distribution

[12]

. Kavussanos (1996) studied

the volatility of second-hand ships’ of dry bulk prices , the paper analyzed the period of
1979 to 1995 per month’s data, to show that the logarithm order of secondhand ship prices
were all collected in first order, and subject to random distribution

[13]

. Tvedt (2003)

questioned the effectiveness of ship trading market, and analyzed the relationship between
second-hand ships prices and the freight rate, suggested that the order of freight
rate and secondhand ships prices will be smooth, and the volatility is becoming more and
more smaller

[14]

. On the other hand, Frankel (1992) discussed evaluation indexes of all

kinds of second-hand ship investment in USA shipping management and operation, such as:
NPV, IRR, PP, ARR, etc. [15]. Goss (1987) comprehensively and systematically analyzed the
ships investment issues in different profit, such as inflation and tax deduction, and a series of
convenient and concise calculation model have been
Beenstock (1985) showed relevant models of ship trading market and the shipping prices, he
pointed out that the ships belong to property assets actually, since ships have a relatively long
life, so the ship trading decision-making depends largely on the shipping market price
expectations in quite a long period of time both at present and in the future, with a sensitivity
analysis of factors of influencing ship trading market by using more than 20 equations , and
finally obtaining the changing rule of the shipping market

[17]

. Glen (1997) conducted an

analysis of second-hand ships trading market by using of risk analysis method

[18]

.

Kavussanos, etc. (1992) demonstrated that under the assumption of rational expectations,
effective hypothesis of ships prices is proved to be a failure, and provided corresponding
explanation by using of GARCH-M mode [19].

1.2.2 Domestic research status
1. Research of customer value
Zhang Wenjian (2003) pointed out that the interests provided to the customers by enterprises
are reflected through the products accepted by customers or the service attributes, when a
customer evaluating these attributes, the value was created eventually

[20]

. Wang Xiaoyu

(2003) pointed out that customer value is to the customers who have specific requirements
perceived the received interests from using or have used products or service in certain
３

situations , and form a general evaluation to these interests or costs they are paying after
balancing [21]. Chen Rongqiu (2003) proposed customer value refers to the perception and
acceptation level from the utility of products and services, this kind of view suggested that
customer value is a subjective perception based on the objectivity of the product or service
[22]

.Tan Rongfang etc. (2001) argued that enterprises can strengthen influence from three

aspects to improve customer value, i.e., the average value, brand value and maintain value,
the common value including quality, price and convenience degree, while the brand value
refers to brand awareness etc., maintain value including a frequent customer scheme,
emotional contact plan, etc.

[23]

. Wang Yonggui etc. (2002) proposed "the value driving

model", to provide an improved framework to enhance customer value [24]. Ma Xiufang (2002)
developed an exploring model of elements of customer expectation value, and tested the
customer value in actual product [25]. Dong Dahai (2003) proposed the elements of customer
value from the perspective of value engineering, including the function, quality, style, as well
as the cost, and the enterprise image of the product or service, thus, enterprise can increase
customer value by improving the above several aspects

[26]

. Fan Xiucheng (2004), with the

brand as the breakthrough point, thought that a good brand image is helpful to enhance
customer’s perceived value, and make the customers reach the psychological satisfaction
except for product function, thus the brand image is one of the effecting factor of customer
value [27].
As to customer value measurement: Wang Xiqiu (2005) pointed out that customer value
exploration includes two stages, namely exploration research and descriptive study, based on
it, she put forward the system of customer value evaluation method

[28]

. Li Shiliang (2006)

summed up a set of comprehensive and practical customer value evaluation process, namely
identifying customer value dimensions, analyzing relative importance of each dimension, and
measuring customer perception of each dimension value, to finally conduct comprehensive
evaluation

[29]

. Yu Kunzhang etc. (2005) introduced the joint analysis method, the relative

importance of various attributes of products or services to customers could be learned through
it

[30]

. Cai Chunxiao (2007) built up a customer value vector model; customer value has been

measured through economic value, functional value and psychological value

[31]

. Lu Runde

etc. (2010) conduct a study of abroad customer value evaluation methods, put forward two
existing problems in those evaluation methods: one is the lack of systematic, another one is
the lack of general guiding significance [32].
2. Research of ship trading market
Wang Minjian (2008) pointed out the problems commonly existing in the trading market of
our country including: absence of regulation, hidden security danger, small scale, and the
ship trading market with national influence has not yet formed, low degree of specialization,
as well as the matched service is not as good as expectation, etc.
４

[33]

. ShiYuQing (2009)

studied on the ship trading in post-crisis time, and suggested to improve and standardize ship
market, what’s more, any trading forms should be limited except ship trading

[34]

. LingHui

etc. (2010) suggested that along with the national ship trading management and regulation
issued, ship trading market should developed toward standardization, since ship trading
market development can drive the upstream and downstream industry expanded
comprehensively, therefore, to strengthen the construction of ship trading market can
promote the development of shipping industry in an all-round way

[35]

. YanWenWei etc.

(2011) studied the development of ship trading market in Zhejiang Province, suggested that
the necessity and feasibility of developing the ship trading market in Zhejiang, and pointed
out how the shipbuilding industry and shipping industry impact on the trading market, to
some extent, it requires shipping market to play the role of the reconfiguration to shipping
resources and guide a resources integration to the shipbuilding industry and ocean shipping
industry [36]. Gu Yunfeng (2009) pointed out the current low quality of the market service in
our country, it mainly presented as both sides of the ship trading are not satisfied with the
service, the buyer is not attracted by the service but because of the mandatory provisions of
the state, the main reason is because the shipping market developed in an initial stage in our
country, thus the function is not comprehensive, as well as low quality of service personnel
[37]

.

1.3 Research contents and outline
1.3.1 Research contents
The first chapter of this article states the research background and significance, and organizes
relevant both domestic and abroad literature of customer value and ship trading market
researches; the second chapter organizes relevant theory, and systematically concludes the
domestic and abroad researches about definition, connotation of customer value and ship
trading market; the general situation of the shipping market development of Fujian Province
is introduced in third chapter, and sums up the importance of constructing a ship trading
market as well as its advantages; The fourth chapter detailed describes the conceptual model
of this study, research methods and customer value and behavioral tendency questionnaire
design; the fifth chapter introduces a comprehensive understanding of customer value
perception, through the questionnaire survey, customer interviews and other methods. And
use the SERVQUAL model of PZB to make an accurate judgment. Based on the research of
the customer value and customer behavioral tendency, to evaluate its development status in
Fujian Province; the sixth chapter analyzes the development of ship trading market of Fujian
Province, and in order to improve the customer value and ship trading, suggestions are put
forward according to the customer value evaluation.

５

1.3.2 Research outline
The research outline of this paper is shown in figure1-1:
Outlines of research background and the subject
Relevant theoretical basis

Relevant theory of customer value

Relevant theory of ship trading market

General developing situation of ship trading market of Fujian Province

General situation of ship trading market

General situation of ship trading market

development in other areas of China

development in Fujian Province

Research hypotheses, conceptual models, methods and research design

Research
hypothesis

Research conceptual

Research

models

methods

involving

Research design

Customer Value Survey and Evaluation on Ship Trading Market in Fujian Province

Pilot

survey

questionnaire

Formal investigation
and

analysis

Hypothesis testing

of

Customer

value

Evaluation

questionnaire
Evaluation of Fujian ship trading market development in respect of customer value

Evaluation of Fujian ship

Analysis on its causes of

Suggestion on improving

trading market development

limited development

ship trading market

Conclusion and prospect

Figure 1-1 Research outline
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Chapter 2

Relevant theories

2.1 Customer value theory
2.1.1 Conception of customer theory
1. Monroe (1992) argued that customer value is the perception of quality and interests and
balance the pays the price, or a comprehensive evaluation to the products’ utility [38].
2. Gale (1992) pointed out that customer value refers to the quality perception after estimating
the product price [44].
3. Butz etc. (1997) thought that the emergence of customer value is not only from the product
purchasing, but also the additional value obtained after using the product, so as to establish
emotional bonds with the seller [44].

2.1.2 Driving factors of customer value
After the development of the theories and practice, the academic circles generally agreed that
the main driving factors of customer value are the product quality, service quality and price.
But scholars defined driving factors from different views. Woodruff etc., have provided a
model of studying the driving factors, the so-called driving factors refers to the stimuli which
can be perceived by customers and associated with goals achieving, and the concept of value
can be divided into values, customer perceiving value, and value judgment, they suggested
that the change of value concept is caused by different driving factors, which affect customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty [39]. Wolfgang Uaga etc. classified the driving factors into
three types through a series of empirical analysis, one is the relevant features of product such
as product attributes, product consistency, and the use of application of the product; the
second one is service related features such as supplier's responsiveness, flexibility, product
innovation; the last one is the product promotion, such as the company's image, public
relationships, etc. [40]

2.1.3 Evaluation methods of customer value
1. Model of customer delivered value

Customers’ delivered value model is one of the important models provided by Philip Kotler,
from the perspective of mathematical thoughts; it suggested that customers’ delivered value

７

CVD is the difference between the customer value and total customer cost. Customer total
value includes product value, service value, personnel value and image value, etc. [37], while
the total cost includes the cost, time, energy, etc. Customers are always in pursuit of
maximum interests when they are choosing or buying products or services, namely own
maximum satisfaction by the least cost, and finally get the biggest "customer delivered value"
product.
If mathematical formula can be used to explain this concept, we can define it in this way. Set
the customer value as TCV, product value Pd, service value S, personnel value P, image value
as I, then the function relation TCV ：f ( Pd，S，P，I ) ; and customer total cost TCC, and
monetary cost

M, time cost T, energy cost C, then function relation can be expressed as:

TCC：f ( M ，T，C ) ; set customer delivered value as TCDV, and the specific model
should be:

Fully

understand the customer

delivered value plays a very important role for enhancing customer satisfaction and
enterprise's competitiveness. Although the model focus on the factors in addition to product
attributes, and it is closer to the customer value. There are defects in it: firstly, the customer's
buying behavior is a continuous concept, but TCDV prefers to formation process of
purchasing phase, it can't stand for the entire customer value; Secondly, although it provides a
specific measuring tool, the operable measure method isn’t put forward; moreover, it can just
measure the short-term effectiveness.
2. Customer value measurement model of Gale

This method was put forward by Gale, who provided the customer value concept earlier; the
model takes competitors into consideration, which makes up the defect of the customer
satisfaction evaluation. Gale suggested that customer value is the market perceived quality
which relative to the product price, so you can compare customer value with competitors. It
put the quality and price as two dimensions of measuring customer value, so the basic model
is:
Where
Among
them, Qi is relative score of i quality dimensions,
is relative score of

Pi

i quality dimensions of the enterprise products , Q i E and Q i C are

８

the i quality score of the customer of this enterprise and competitors, P i E and P i C are the i
price score of the customer of this enterprise and competitors. And ri and ti are i quality,
price dimensions important score. Based on the market perceiving value prediction, Gale
mapped out the value diagram, set the relative quality and relative prices as a horizontal,
vertical coordinate, so it provided researchers with a more intuitive measurement method.
Value figure (figure 2-1) is divided into four parts, after calculation, customer value will fall
in the four corresponding interval. If it fall in the first quadrant, it indicates low value of CV;
If fall in quadrant II, IV, it shows that the enterprise can keep the price unchanged and expand
market share, if the fall in the quadrant III, it indicates a high value of CV.

Figure 2-1 Gale customer value figure

2.2 Ship trading market theory
2.2.1 Connotation of ship trading
In narrow explanation, ship trading refers to the behavior of buying and selling the ships, it is
the process of owners selling ships or demanders buy ships, which is a kind of property right
transaction; In generalized meaning, in addition to the shipping business, it also includes ship
broker, ship evaluation and inspection, shipping guarantee etc. a series of value-added
activities [41].

2.2.2 Causes of ship trading emerged
1. The reasons of buyers involved in ship trading

The reasons of buyers deal with second-hand ship can be concluded as the following aspects:
firstly, the new shipbuilding cost is too high, or the buyer got a poor capital turnover. While
the price is relative lower than new ship, which is often 1/2 or 1/3 of the new price, so in the
case of limited funding, buyers will choose to buy second-hand ships. Secondly, some special
types of freight market have the characteristics of timeliness, and it will miss investment
９

opportunity if build a new ship then put into operation, delivery time of new ship usually goes
for 18 months, to order new ships while the fee is raising, while the new ship put to sea it
presented as downward trend, it is not a good choice for investors, so timely purchase
second-hand ship is advantageous to the owner grasps the first chance. Thirdly, as a mean of
investment, as the old saying goes "collect ships when drought occurred, while collect cars
when flood comes, if the owners buying second-hand ship in market downturn period at a low
price, when the marker recovered, sell them in a high price for price difference. Fourthly,
buyers are easily to know second-hand ship performance, but the new ship needed to spend a
lot of manpower material resources to test various performance indicators before operating,
which inevitably increases the owner's cost, but for old ships, the buyer can read the ship's
daily operation data to understand the basic performance of the ship, buyers won’t buy it until
they are satisfied with the performance of various aspects of the ships.
2. Reasons of owners selling the second-hand ship
The reasons of owners selling the second-hand ships can be concluded as the following
aspects: firstly, the owner got a bad operating conditions and badly in need of capital turnover,
which makes the owner was forced to sell the ship to solve the predicament; Secondly, the
lessee won’t continue to use it when the deadline is coming, as a result, the ships are spared.
If the ship's spare time is too long, ongoing maintenance costs makes owners to sell the ship;
Thirdly, since ship's service time is long and aging, the rent is not goes as expected and can’t
meet the ship maintenance coast, i.e. when profit isn't enough to cover the variable cost, to
sell the ship is a good choice; Fourthly, owner's badly predict the future shipping market, or
the type is not meet the future demand of shipping over a period of time, then it sell as early
as possible to make the loss to a minimum; Fifthly, adjust business direction, when the
business direction is changed, the prior ships may not be suitable for the development of the
company's overall strategy, thus it is a great measure to make adjustments timely and form the
optimal ships’ structure.

2.2.3 Causes of ship trading market emerged
Firstly, the motivating factors: the necessity of ship trading market’s emergence.
The emergence of ship trading market is a need of developing shipping industry and social
economy. The birth of professional ship trading market is not only the result of demand
pulling, but the market driving. First of all, for the professionalism of ship trading market,
which itself has the particularity and the trading process complicated, so it requires a
professional ship trading market to perform, for the reason that ship trading market can
provide verification, registration, inspection, finance, insurance, arbitration and other related
services, etc. in the process of trading; the second reason is that ship trading market can be
regarded as a regulator, which aims to regulate ship trading behaviors, due to the
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increasingly emerging illegal phenomena of brokerage full of chaos, making counting fraud,
to evade tax, ships without three certificates(no registry port, no property right card,

the

current domestic ship trading no inspection certificate), etc., obviously, there is an urgent
need of a professional regulator, thus the emergence of ship trading market to control these
illegal acts; the third reason is that motivation from market’s interests, according to statistics,
each port city’s annual turnover in our country is in an average rate of 10%, this is a
considerable ship trading volume, and the huge space of commission profit is enough to
hasten the birth of ship trading market.
Secondly, the pulling factor: the advantages of ship trading market.
The advantages brought by ship trading market are mainly reflected on security, convenience
and the cost control. Ship traders usually expect to achieve the biggest benefit through the
lowest trading cost, which requires a secure environment to seek the reasonable transaction
object so that to complete the transaction with the lowest price. Ship market is a literally
market, whose information is not completely symmetrical, that is to say, both the round turn
of ship doesn’t know all

market information, so that it can not fins the right seller and

buyer, but if the information platform and the data of shi trading is provided for ship trading
market, it will be beneficial for traders not only timely know the trading object who has been
trading demands, but also grasp the first hand information about the ship trading price; in the
process of ship trading, it is involved with identification, finance, insurance and other
business, etc., ship trading market will provide a serious of one-stop service, which
simplifies the ship trading process, it is exactly the convenience provided by ship trading
market. For the ship trading of nongovernmental folk dealer, or through the ship
broker-dealer and without the registration by ship trading market, due to the characteristic of
ship’s huge investment, it is easy to cause ship disputes, thus the identification function of
ship trading market will reduce the disputes of ship trading, lower the trading risks, which
shows the security of ship trading market. If ships gain equal trading revenues on the same
premise, the total cost via direct trading is TC , the total cost via the trading of ship trading
market is ( TC0 + K ). Set K as the commission paid by for both trading parties for ship
trading market, TC0 stands for other spendings, except for commission. As ship trading
involves a huge amount of money, both the two parties of ship trading must pay for the great
number of supervising and executive charges in the process of direct trading, in addition, it
requires a larger cost in the process of seeking for trading information at the early stage and
financial insurances at the later stage, thus TC is very large. On the contrary, under the
background of one-stop service of ship trading market, all aspects of trading costs are
significantly reduced, merely part of market service commission is added, therefore, so long
as K < TC − TC0 , ship trading shall be carried out in ship trading market, this is the cost
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controlling in ship trading.
Thirdly, guarantee factor: national management regulations
In order to solve various problems occur in outside ship trading, The Ministry of
Transport spent three years on launching A Regulation on Administration of Ship
Trading in March, 2010, so ship trading began to be rules-based. A Regulation on
Administration of Ship Trading points out that various ships of Chinese international
navigation, all kinds of ships of HongKong and Macao, domestic shipping tanker
(including asphalt tanker, chemical tanker and gas tanker, general cargo ships of
Inland River within 100 gross tons, general coastal cargo ships over 200 gross tons,
domestic sailing passenger ship of more than 50 seat, etc., whose trading mentioned
above is must from via service institution of ship trading, it is also called as trading
approach. A Regulation on Administration of Ship Trading carries out recording
institution on service institution of ship trading, whose purpose is that making clear
the standards of setting up service institution of ship trading, and reasonably planning
the service institution of ship trading in various regions, so that make national ship
trading market rationalized and supervise operation in ship trading market. After
launching A Regulation on Administration of Ship Trading, the national ship trading
market has been developed across our country, and flourished everywhere.
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Chapter Three: The General Situation of Ship
Trading

Market

Development

in

Fujian

Province
3.1 The Importance of Developing Ship Trading Market in Fujian
Province
1. Promoting the Construction of the Southeast International Shipping Center
In 2011, “Focusing on Building the Southeast Shipping Center” has become an important
goal of shipping development in Fujian Province, and developing ship trading market will be
a powerful driving force for the Southeast International Shipping Center. Firstly, the ship is
the carrier of shipping development, ship trading market will introduce more advanced ships
for Fujian Province, and obsolete past ships; secondly, port is the foundation of building the
Southeast International Shipping Center, “The Big Ship Accordingly Determines the Huge
Pier” is the slogan of the Southeast International Shipping Center, ship trading market
introduces larger and more advanced ships which will promote the construction of ports in
Fujian Province; thirdly, ship route is the guarantee for the construction of shipping center,
the development of ship trading market will attract more sellers of ship and route
approaching transaction, which creates conditions for opening up new international route.
Thus, developing ship trading market in Fujian Province will definitely promote the
construction of the Southeast International Shipping Center.
2. Promoting the Construction of Economic Zone on the Channel West Bank
In 2006, “Economic Zone of the Channel West Bank” has been written into the Government
Work Report and the “National 11th Five Year” Planning Outline”, it will focus on
establishing the scale of industrial clusters, port and urban agglomeration on the channel
west bank. The development of ship trading market in Fujian Province will directly and
indirectly promote the construction of economic zone on the channel west bank. For the
immediate effect, it brings the economic growth for the ship trading market in Fujian
Province, the current shipping market’s annual turnover in Fujian is about 200 ships, and
nearly 1.5 billion YUAN

[1]

, on the other hand, the increase of ship repair, dismantling, etc.
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bought by ship trading market cannot be ignored; the indirect effect is presented by the
promoting function of shipbuilding and shipping industry, which makes the shipping and
shipbuilding industry become new growth points in hercynian economic zone, and makes
the economic structure of this hercynian economic zone more diversified and rationalized.
3. To Strengthen Bilateral Exchanges and Cooperation
Since the realization of cross-strait three links and the development of direct transport, the
communication and cooperation of Taiwan and mainland has become an essential factor of
economic growth in Fujian. The development of ship trading market provides a platform for
cross-strait communication and cooperation, ship trading market in Fujian seeks for the
communication and cooperation with Taiwan through attracting investors from Taiwan to by
ships or attracting Tainwanese to sell ships; On the other hand, the cooperation in terms of
ship trading will gradually expand to all-round trading cooperation, which will promote the
development of the cross-strait trade, strengthen the contact and communication of bilateral
personnel, and ultimately make a contribution to national reunification.

3.2 The Advantages of Developing the Ship Trading Market in Fujian
1. Many Ship Owners and Foreign Ships
Fujian is known as “Little Greece”, it has characteristics of much more ship owners, plug-in
ships and attached foreign ships, etc. By the end of 2011, there are 341 shipping enterprises
in Fujian, 2389 ships in Fujian Province, and the capacity is more than 6.165 million tons;
according to the statistics issued by The Port and Waterway Bureau, the affiliated capacity of
the foreign ships in Fujian has exceeded by 10 million deadweight tons, in addition, due to
the accelerating obsolete of the old ships past six months and the flourish of introducing new
ships, the number of foreign ships in Fujian will be on the rise in the future; the situation of
plug-in ship is serious, whose transport capacity exceeds 12 million deadweight tons that is
more than capacity registered in the province[2], therefore, taking some measures to attract
the regression of plug-in ship trade will expand the customer resource of ship trading market
in Fujian Province and ensure the increase of trading volume.
2. The Developed Ship Industry and Shipping Industry in Fujian Province
Fujian is one of the biggest four ship building bases in our country, which possesses the
congenital advantage of developing ship trading market. At present, in Fujian Province,
there are more than 260 ship industries and relevant enterprises, in the terms of scale, there
are 87 of them. It has built four big bases of ship building, namely, Fuzhou, Xiaomen,
Quanzhou and Fuan. The shipping industry’s value of gross output is increasingly growing,
it was 15.12 billion by 2008, 17.3 billion by 2009, and had a breakthrough of 20 billion by
2010, and the ship production lays a solid foundation for developing ship trading industry.
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Fujian’s shipping industry develops very well, it has the second longest coastline in China,
and numerous good deep-water harbors, based on which Fujian Province has opened up
many domestic and international routes, and become the genuine big shipping province in
China. By 2011, the productive berths in Fujian Province has broken through 400, and 25
large-scale berths of 10,000 tons, the total throughput of ports is more than 326 million tons
[

错误！未定义书签。]. Developed shipping industry brings more floating ships for Fujian

Province, which promotes the development of ship trading market.
3. Advantage to Taiwan
In the first place, Fujian is Taiwan’s close neighbor separated by only a narrow strip of water,
compared with Taiwan, it not only possesses an unique advantage in terms of geographic
location in the process of cross-strait communication, but the two are blood related, cultural
patrimony, business connected and law abided. The closely connection between Fujian and
Taiwan in terms of commerce and culture laid a solid foundation for ship trading market of
Fujian Province seeking Taiwan’ cooperation. In the second place, the shipping industry in
Taiwan is relatively developed and whose port construction is perfect, including Kaohsiung
Port, Keelung Port, Taichung Port, Hualien Port and Suao Port, the total throughput of which
is more than 700 million tons in 2011. The ship routes of Taiwan ports are intensive (more
than 40,000 voyage in 2011), which spread all over the world’s largest ports, and much more
attached ship owners (only Kaohsiung Port has reached 156 in 2010) [3]. Therefore, the big
ship flow in Taiwan has become its resources superiority to developing ship trading. In the
third place, national policies promote the cross-strait exchanges and cooperation, with the
realization of cross-strait three links and the direct transport, and the construction of
comprehensive experimental site in Pingtan Sea, which provides a platform for the
cross-strait communication and cooperation. Developing ship trading market in Fujian
Province should make full use of Taiwan’s advantages so as to expand itself by taking
advantage of ship trading resources in Taiwan.

3.3 Existing Problems of Developing Ship Trading Market in Fujian
Province
Firstly, the function is ambiguous. After Regulations on Administration of Ship Trading
coming into being, it states that the Chinese ships must approach to trade, the ship trading
market has its role to play in regulating the market, and the two service institutions of ship
trading set up by Fujian Province are also responsible for the management and supervision
in ship trading. However, Fujian’s ship trading market is impelled collectively by
government and market, the two service institutions of ship trading are registered in the form
of enterprises, it means that the two will themselves assume responsibility for their profits
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and losses and independent accounting, and therefore who must comply with market rules
and assume management responsibilities. When Fujian’s ship trading market engages in
‘ship trading with the double identities of both administrator and operator in ship trading, it
is bound to not only post an influence on the supervising quality, but go against the
development of ship trading market, so that can not make strategies oriented by customer
demand in developing ship trading market.
Secondly, poor communication path occurs in each department. Because the current service
function of Fujian’s ship trading market is not perfect, it needs cooperation with other
department and completes the transaction collectively. The Ministry of Commerce inspects
shipping transaction and issues a Certificate of Shipping Trade; ship registration department
is responsible for the procedure in transfer of ownership of ships; the ship trading market
will be approved by The Price Department to charge the service charges of ship trading; the
special invoice of ship trading will be printed by The Revenue Department; The Financial
Institution provides financing service for ship trading; The Insurance Department provides
insurance services for ships. However, currently, among various departments of ship trading,
there lacks of good communicative mechanism which appears negatively affect on the
formalities in the process of ship trading, strengthens the complexity of transaction and leads
to time-consuming and unnecessarily economic cost.
Thirdly, Fujian’s ship trading market lacks of competitiveness on service charges. The
current charging standards of ship trading market in Fujian Province are shown in table 3-1:

Table 3-1 Charging Standards of Ship Trading Market in Fujian Province
Grade

Volume(ten thousand yuan)

The Margin Calculation
Rate（%）

1

Below 500（including500） 0.35

2

500-1000（including1000） 0.33

3

1000-1000

0.3

（including10000）
4

Above 10000

Waived in

Source: All Directions Ship Trading Center in Fujian Province.
For example, a ship’s turnover is 8 million yuan, while the ship’s service charge of
authentication is 27,400 yuan, according to the above service standard. The shipping trading
market in Guangzhou also adopts the method of segmented pricing, it will charge 3,000
yuan if the volume is below 1 million; between 1 million and 5 million, the margin
calculation rate is 2.5%; between 5 million and 10 million, the margin calculation rate is 2%,
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therefore, the trading charge of ship trading market in Guangzhou is 19,000 yuan. The
charge rate of ship trading formalities in Shhanghai is 0.3%, therefore, the charge of
shipping exchange in Shanghai is 24,000 yuan. By contrast, service charge in Fujian ship
trading market is higher than both of Yangtze River Delta, The Pearl River Delta, etc., with
the background of no special value-added services, Fujian ship trading market is confronted
the fierce competition of the southern and northern ship trading market, which resulted from
the price difference.
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Chapter Four: Research Hypotheses, Models,
Methods and Design
4.1 Research hypotheses
This study provides the following hypothesis:
H0: There is a positive correlation between the degree of customer behavioral intention and
the prosperity of ship trading market.
This study adopts SERVQUAL model of PZB evaluation of customer value in Fujian ship
trading market, whose subject is the development of Fujian ship trading market based on
customer value. According to the above H0, research priorities will be researches between
customer value of ship trading market and customer behavioral intention. In terms of that,
Grisaffe (2000) held the view that customer value directly leads to two kinds of behavioral
tendencies: recommend to others and repurchase. [4] Grewal (1998) and Sweeney (2001)
believed that customer value will directly affect their purchase intention before
purchasing.[5,6] Neal (1999) pointed out that customer value has a direct effect on customer
behavioral intention since it is equivalent to customer loyalty whose driver is customer
value.[7] Therefore, this paper set up the following general hypothesis to be tested:
H: There is a significant positive correlation between customer value and customer
behavioral intention.
H': There is a significant positive correlation between customer value and ship trading
market development prosperity.
This study, combined with five dimensions by SERVQUAL model and the characteristic of
ship trading market service, divides customer value into seven dimensions: tangibles,
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy and perfect function and service cost, leading
to the following hypothesis to be tested:
H1: There is a significant positive correlation between service tangibles and customer
behavioral intention.
H2: There is a significant positive correlation between service reliability and customer
behavioral intention.
H3: There is a significant positive correlation between service assurance and customer
behavioral intention.
H4: There is a significant positive correlation between service responsiveness and customer
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behavioral intention.
H5:

There is a significant positive correlation between service empathy and customer

behavioral intention.
H6: There is a significant positive correlation between perfect function and customer
behavioral intention.
H7: There is a significant positive correlation between service cost and customer behavioral
intention.

4.2 Research models
Based on previous studies, this article studies Fujian ship trading market from the
perspective of customer value. In the premise of hypothesis H0, it states that there is a
positive correlation between customer value and ship trading market development on the
basis of studying relationships between customer value and customer behavioral intention.
Also, this article gives evaluation on ship trading market in Fujian and then puts forward
suggestions on how to improve customer value in Fujian ship trading market, as shown in
figure 4-1:

Figure 4-1 Architecture of the research
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According to the above research framework discussion, the conceptual model is put forward
as shown in figure 4-2:

Figure 4-2 Model of the research

4.3 Research Methods
4.3.1 Survey Methods
The investigation method of customer value adopts questionnaire survey, whose design is
based on the SERVQUAL model and interview with experts for auxiliary use. The
population is ship traders who have been served at Bafang Ship trading Center in Fujian
Province and Xiamen Shipping Exchange Center. Questionnaires are delivered by visiting
and mailing. As a matter of fact, questionnaires are given to traders in Ningde area, Fu zhou
by visiting while in other regions by mailing.

4.3.2 Statistical Methods
Statistics from recycled questionnaires are statistically analyzed through SPSS17.0. First,
this paper analyses the structure of rationality and validity of the questionnaire, and
descriptively analyze statistics on the questionnaire. Then it does factor analysis, reliability
and validity analysis and project’s overall correlation analysis.
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Descriptive statistics: It counts statistical data collected by pre-test questionnaires and
formal questionnaires, using SPSS17.0 to make a count on customer expectations and
customer perception as well as the difference between the various indicators of the
maximum, minimum, mean, variance, standard deviation.
Factor analysis: It is a statistical method which reduces large quantities of observable
"variables" in an object to a few unobservable "latent" variables. This paper mainly adopts
the factor analysis of principal component analysis to reduce the dimension of the initial
questionnaire: select factors whose eigenvalue is greater than one; identify factors whose
loadings are greater. This paper uses full component model to solve the initial factor loading
matrix. For the all-component model, the related matrix of observational variables

A = ( a1 + a2 + ... + an )
a
. In the formula, n refers to the loading vector of
is R = A ⋅ A′ ,
the

n-th

formula

common

factor

in

the

observational

variables.

According

to

the

R = a1 a1′ + a2 a2′ + ... + an an′ , by analyzing the principal component, one can

calculate out the maximum contributive factor. In this way, one can calculate out the first
loading

factor

contribution

in

the

loading

V1 = a11 + a21 + ... + an1

factor

matrix

reaches

its

A.

maximum

when

the

value,

factor’s
one

can

obtain ( R − λ1 I ) a1 = 0 by Lagrange method. In the formula, λ is the latent root of R ,

a1

n

is the corresponding eigenvector. Through

λ1 = ∑ a 2j
j=1

, one can work out that λ is the

eigenvalue of the factor. To calculate the latent root which satisfies the formula

R − λ1 I = 0

one can choose the maximum value as the initial eigenvalues, and then figure out
loading vector for all variables. Because of
the related matrix of first residual
out

,

a1 the

R = a1 a1′ + a2 a2′ + ... + an an′ , one can figure out

R1 = R − a1 a1′ . Also by Lagrange method, one can figure

R1 , calculate out λ2 and a2 and use the same method calculate out the n-th principal

component.
Varimax: this method attempt to calculate from each line of the matrix of the loading factor
in order to find out the maximum variance of the loading coefficient square of each common
factor. If only a few variables turn out relatively higher loading coefficient for a particular
common factor, the explanation could be rather simple. But when the variable calculated out
is the maximum value, the common factor is more explanatory, and the model to calculate
out the maximum common factor is:
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2
m ⎡
k
⎛ k
⎞ ⎤
V = ∑ ⎢ k ∑ bij4 − ⎜ ∑ bij2 ⎟ ⎥ ÷ k 2
j=1 ⎣
⎝ i =1 ⎠ ⎦⎥
⎢ i =1

Formula （4-1）

The method of Varimax distances the loading coefficients of each common factor by rotating
the factors, which makes the loading coefficients of some variables approximate1 or -1 and
some other loading coefficients approximate o. when used to explain the factors, the minor
loading coefficient can be neglected [

错误！未定义书签。].

Analysis of reliability and validity: credibility, namely reliability, is the indicator of the
stability and consistency of the questionnaire survey. It is concerned with the results of
questionnaire survey rather than about the correctness of the conclusion. The credibility is
the root of the validity. This thesis adopts Cronbach's α coefficient to examine the stability
of the questionnaire survey on the CV of ship trading market, and the formula is
k
⎡
⎤
Si2 ⎥
∑
⎢
k
⎢1 − i =1 2 ⎥
α=
k −1 ⎢
ST ⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

In the formula, k refers to the sum of terms in the questionnaire,
variance of the total score, and

Formula（4-2）

ST2 refers to the

Si2 refers to the variance of i -th term. Generally, if the

coefficient α is greater than 0.7, the investigation results are considered as reliable and
acceptable [ⅱ]. Validity, namely the effectiveness, is to which extent the result meets the
expectation of the researcher, and whether the result is correct and effectively certifies the
phenomenon in the research.
Regression analysis:

use one variable to explain another dependent variable or the

dependency relation between one variable and a set of dependencies. Regression analysis
can be divided into linear regression and nonlinear regression. This thesis mainly relies on
unitary linear recursive analysis and its model can be represented as:
∩

Yi = β 0 + β1 X i + ε i

Formula（4-3）

In the formula, β 0 and β1 are independent from X , and the value of Y varies in
accordance with the value of X . This is defined as the dissociated explanation of regression
line. And the value of X varies in accordance with the value of ε i , which is defined as the
unexplainable dissociation. This equation is reckoned out by using the least square method
to match the fittest data [

错误！未定义书签。]

.

4.3.3 Customer value evaluation method
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Customer value evaluation method is the assessment of customer value in Fujian ship
trading market in accordance with collecting data from questionnaires using a reasonable
method. Throughout the previous research, there are five categories on customer value
evaluation method:
(1) Use the Value Engineering approach to evaluate customer value. Its model is

CV = U / C ， U refers to the customer's perception effectiveness and refers to the total
cost customers pay;
(2) Gale's value analysis model, in the premise of evaluating customer perceived quality
level and the price level, draws diagrams to access customer value with the relative value as
relative performance axis.
(3) Use the customer gains to minus profit loss to the evaluate customer value. The basic
model is CV = TB − TC . TB refers to customer benefit function,

refers to customer

cost function.
(4) In the same weight condition, the sum in total that customer expected value minus
customer perceived value is the customer actual value. So all the respondents customer value
can be obtained by averaging, ship trading market customer value, i.e.:

CV =

1 n k
∑ [∑ (U i − Pi )]
n j =1 i =1

Formula（4-4）

U
Among them, n refers to the number of customers for the respondents, i refers to
P
customer actual perceived value of the i factor. i means that customer expected value
for the i factor . k means the number of evaluation factors.[8]
(5) Comprehensive evaluation model

[63]

. Different from the fourth method, the importance

of various factors is considered different. In fact, it evaluates customer value by misusing
customer expected value and customer perceived value of each factor and taking the relative
importance of each factor to access customer value .The model can be expressed as:
k

CV = ∑ (U i − Pi ) ⋅ Wi

Formula（4-5）

i =1

Meaning of the parameters in equation (4-5) is the same as in the fourth method. The first
three evaluation methods need to clearly quantify both income and loss of customers in ship
trading market. While the fourth method neither considers the weight factor nor conforms to
reality. Therefore, it does not apply to this study. This paper intends to adopt the fifth
evaluation method:

CV > 0 indicates that customer perceived value exceeds the expected value so ship trading
market provides better service.
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CV = 0 indicates that customer perceived value has basically reached the desired value so
ship trading market service is adequate.

CV < 0 indicates that customer perceived value does not reach the expected value so ship
trading market service needs to be improved.

4.4 Research Design
4.4.1 Development Process of Customer Value Scale in Ship Trading Market

Figure 4-3 Scale development process

4.4.2 Driven factors of customer value of ship trading market
From the theoretical basis for customer value in the second chapter, it is clear that driven
factors of customer value refer to the source or composition of the various elements of
customer value. After studies, Parasuraman, Zeithaml, Berry raised SERVQUAL model and
five dimensions of customer value assessment : service tangibles, service reliability, service
responsiveness, service assurance, service empathy. Service tangibles include staffs’
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appearance, service establishments, facilities and equipment and environment. Service
reliability includes service personnel, ship market reputation, etc. Service responsiveness
refers to ships staffs’ abilities to respond to customer needs and desires. Service assurance
refers to whether service personnel have sufficient expertise and market acceptance of
third-party supervision to reduce customer risk. Service empathy relies on whether the
customer service personnel show concerns about customer, take the initiative to meet
customer needs and provide personalized services.
In order to effectively explore the driving factors of customer value of ship trading market,
this paper, based on the five dimensions proposed by PZB, clearly states factors that affect
customer value of ship trading market through in-depth interviews with experts. The author,
from November 2nd, 2011 to November 10th, 2011, respectively interviewed the secretary,
the chief engineer and the related responsible person of Bafang Ship trading Center in Fujian
Province. Also, in order to set questionnaires more reasonably, the author visited some
shipowners in Fuzhou. After taking all suggestions into consideration, the preliminary list of
driven factors of customer value of ship trading market is made. In addition to determine the
dimension of the corresponding five dimensions of PZB model in ship trading market, two
dimensions, service function and service cost, are added according to characteristics of ship
trading market. The preliminary evaluation system of customer value in ship trading market,
based on SERVQUAL model, is presented in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Customer value model of Fujian ship trading market

4.4.3 Pilot Scale Development
In this paper, ship trading market in Fujian Province, customer value and customer behavioral
intention questionnaire are divided into four parts: the first is on the questionnaire including
purpose, significance and the role of each item in questionnaire and the table instructions.
Second is customer data, including ship traders attributes (which can be divided into shipping
operators, investors, ship lease and others), annual average number of transactions, the average
transaction volume, ship trading purpose and whether to complete ship trading in foreign ship
trading market. Third is the expected value and perceived value of ship traders for ship trading
market service in Fujian province. The fourth parts are items about customer behavioral intention.
In the end, sincere thanks are accompanied to express respect and gratitudes to respondents. In
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this article, items are measured by the Linkert7 scale. In the measurement of customer value in
the third part, customer expectations are graded: 1 not important at all, 2 not important, 3 a little
less important, 4 indifferent, 5 somewhat important, 6 important, 7 extremely important. As to
customer perceived part: 1 strongly inconsistent, 2 inconsistent, 3 a slightly inconsistent, 4
ordinary, 5 slightly consistent, 6 consistent, 7 highly consistent. Ask the participants to score
according to their actual perception. As customer behavioral intention measurement in fourth
part, 1 means quite low, 2 very low 3 low, 4 unclear, 5 high, 6 very high, 7 quite high, Ask
participants to score according to the possibility.
1. Initial Scale of Customer Value Assessment in Fujian Ship Trading Market
Through in-depth discussion with experts, the preliminary questionnaire set 31initial items
focusing on seven dimensions, that is, services tangibles, service reliability, service
responsiveness, service assurance, service empathy, service cost, and service functions, as is
shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Initial Clause Sets of Customer Value
Dimension A：service tangibles of service in

Dimension E：service empathy of service in

ship trading market

ship trading market

A1: prominently expressed charges

E1: good service attitude

A2: pleasant environment

E2: service personnel fully understanding the

A3: sriking business license

needs of customers

A4: matching equipment, facilities and

E3: service personnel caring for customers at

services provided

any time

A5: service personnel qualification given

E4: service personnel to safeguard the interests

A6: fixed service site

of customers

A7: dressing uniform for visual comfort

E5: providing personalized service

Dimension B：service reliability of service in

Dimension F：service cost of service in ship

ship trading market

trading market

B1: providing accurate trading information

F1: customers’ psychological burden of cost in

B2: reliable service personnel

worrying

B3: service delivery in the commitment of

irregularities or cheated

time

F2: customers’ cost of money for c acquisition
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about

ship

trading

market

B4: service personnel to provide accurate

of ship trading market service

service

Dimension C：service assurance of service in

Dimension G：service functions of service in

ship trading market

ship trading market

C1: good reputation of ship trading market

G1: providing ship transaction information

C2:

G2: providing assessment and inspection

good

professional

ethics

service

personnel

services

C3: ship trading market service charges

G3: providing transactions in the financial

according to national standards

services

C4: ship trading market using a standard

G4: providing insurance agency services

model contract

G5: providing ship auction services

C5: ship trading market is approved by the

G6: providing assurance service

Ministry of Transport

G7: providing advisory ( transaction scheme）

Dimension D ： service responsiveness of
service in ship trading market
D1:

timely

response

to

customer

requirements
D2: the entire transaction process quickly
with short waiting time
D3:

service

personnel

ready

to

help

customers
D4: skilled service personnel
D5: ccustomers can get the latest news
D6: a sound emergency response system
2. Initial Scale of Customer behavioral intention in Fujian Ship Trading Market
During the development behavioral intention scale, the author has benefited quite a few from
previous studies. The intention of customer behavior in this article refers to the response when
they first receive service in ship trading market. On the basis of previous studies, three terms in
customer behavioral tendencies scale are eventually made after visiting and discussion with
customers in Fujian ship trading market. The terms are: actively recommending other ship
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traders the ship trading market, willing to buy services in the ship trading market at premium
price, and choosing this market again in the next transaction, as is specifically shown in table
4-2:
Table 4-2:Initial Scale of Customer behavioral intention in Fujian Ship Trading Market

Item

Discription

HI1

actively recommending other ship traders the ship trading market

HI2

willing to buy service in the ship trading market at premium
price

HI3

choosing the ship trading market again in the next transaction
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Chapter Five: Customer Value Survey and
Assessment in Ship Trading Market of Fujian
Province
5.1 Survey and Adjustment of Questionnaire Pretest
The questionnaire pretest adopts the way of on-site visit. The objects of the pretest survey
are ship traders in Fuzhou. From September 12th, 2011 to September 20th, 2011, with the
help of Fujian Bafang Ship Trading Center, the author selected 60 ship traders in Fuzhou for
the survey of pretest questionnaire, and 57 valid questionnaires were collected. According to
the communication with ship traders in the pretest survey, the redundant dimensions are
deleted. Most traders believe the charging standard of the trade is mostly based on the
national standard and the objectivity of customer’s perception doesn’t influence too much,
so the dimension of service charge is deleted; they also believe ship trading market has fixed
service places, so A7 is deleted; meanwhile, items with the same or similar meanings as well
as items with inclusion relations are deleted, so A6, B3, E4 and D3 are deleted; through
factor analysis of the two scales with SPSS17.0, it is found in the customer value scale, the
loading coefficient of item C3 and item C5 in very common factor is less than 0.5, so C3 and
C5 is deleted; according to the analysis of customer behavioral intention scale, it is found the
reliability and validity of the initial scale are both relatively high, so no change is made. The
final items of the customer value scale after adjustment are shown in 5-1.

Table 5-1 Final Items of Customer Value Scale
Dimension A: Tangibility of the service
in ship trading market

Dimension D: Reactivity of the service in
ship trading market

A1: Charging standard is expressed in D1: Customer demands are timely handled.
striking places.

D2: The whole transaction process is rapid,

A2: Business license is striking.

with short waiting time.

A3: The business place is pleasant.

D3: The service staffs have high vocational

A4: Facilities are matched with the skills.
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provided service.

D4: Customers are able to be provided with

A5: The occupational requirements of the latest information.
the service staffs are expressed.

D5: Perfect emergency system is provided.

A6: Service staffs wear uniforms with
visual comfort.
Dimension B: Reliability of the service

Dimension E: Empathy of the service in

in ship trading market

ship trading market

B1: The provided information about ship E1: Service staffs have good attitude.
trading is true and accurate.

E2: Service staffs well understand customer

B2: Service staffs always keep their demands.
word.

E3: Service staffs always have consideration

B3: Service staffs accurately provide for customers.
service.

E4: Personalized service is customized for
customers.

Dimension C: Assurance of the service
in ship trading market

Dimension F: The completeness of the
service in ship trading market

C1: Ship trading market has good F1: Ship trading market provides ship
reputation.
C2:

Service

trading information.
staffs

professional ethics.

have

good F2:

Ship

trading

market

provides

assessment and inspection service.

C3: Ship trading market uses standard F3: Ship trading market provides financial
model contract.

service of ship transaction.

C4: Ship trading market is approved by F4: Ship trading market provides ship
Ministry of Transport.

insurance agent service.
F5: Ship auction service in ship trading
market
F6: Attestation service in ship trading
market
F7: Ship trading consultation (trading
project design)

5.2 Formal Questionnaire Survey and Data Analysis
After the formation of the formal scale through pretest survey, from December 1st 2011 to
January 10th 2012, the author carried out formal survey on customer value and customer
behavioral intention of Fujian ship trading market. According to the customer list provided
by the two ship trading centers in Fuzhou and Xiamen, the survey objects are ship traders in
costal cities of Fujian including Ningde, Fuzhou, Putian, Quanzhou and Xiamen, as well as
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ship traders outside the province who have ever received service from Fujian ship trading
market. In the formal survey process, on-site questionnaire survey is adopted to interview
ship traders in Fuzhou and Ningde. Mail is used to interview ship traders in other districts.
With good questionnaire design, reply envelope with adhered stamp as well as some cash,
the author can not only show the importance and sincerity towards the questionnaire survey,
but also increase the reply rate of the questionnaire. In the formal survey, 100 customers are
randomly selected, 100 questionnaires are sent out, 82 are collected, and 71 are valid ones,
with 82% recovery rate and 71% effective rate of questionnaire survey.
Among the valid 71 questionnaires, the statistics of customers’ basic information show: the
annual ship trading of 29 customers is 1-5 times, the annual ship trading of 38 customers is
6-10 times, and the annual ship trading of 4 customers is more than 10 times; 41 customers
conducts ship trading for the need of investment, and 29 customers do it for the need of
management; besides, 58 customers ever did ship trading in the ship trading market outside
Fujian, accounting for 82% of the interviewed customers. The analysis of the traders’ basic
information shows that the development of Fujian ship trading market has a strong business
foundation, and the prosperous ship trading industry of Fujian provides business insurance
for the development of Fujian ship trading market. Along with the huge development space
and market demands, Fujian ship trading market is also confronted with severe competitions.
Adjoining Yangtze River Delta like Zhejiang and Shanghai as well as the Pearl River Delta
in the south are all districts with relatively developed ship trading. The data shows nearly
82% of the customers conduct transactions outside the province in the meantime.

70
60
50

1-5次/投资/有省外交易
Customers with 1-5times/investment/ever trading outside the province
过的顾客
6-10次/经营/无省外交易
Customers with 6-10times/management/never trading outside the
的顾客
10次以上/其他

40
30
20

Customers with more than 10 times/others

10
0
次数/年
Times/year

目的 省外交易的顾客数
Purpose
Customer amount with trading outside the province

Figure 5-1 Bar Chart of Customers’ Basic Information

5.2.1 Descriptive statistics of sample data
After the collection of formal questionnaires, the author uses Excel to conduct the follow-up
analysis of the data by subtracting customer desired value from customer perceived value.
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The thesis uses SPSS17.0 to analyze the data of the formal questionnaires. Firstly, the thesis
conducts descriptive statistics of customer perceived value minus customer desired value in
the customer value scale as well as the customer behavioral intention scale of Fujian ship
trading market. From Table 5-2, it can be seen that the maximum value of customer
perceived value minus customer desired value of Fujian ship trading market is 2, the
minimum value is -5, the mean value is between -2.48 and 0.1, and the mean value of D
dimension and F dimension with customer perceived value minus customer desired value is
relatively low. It is shown in 5-2 that the lower the mean value is, the further the customers’
perception is deviated from their expectations. Thus, it can be initially estimated from the
Table that the overall customer perceived value in this formal scale survey can’t reach the
customers’ expectations. The standard deviation is between 1.562 and 2.560, the variance of
the six dimensions in the customer value scale is all above 0.5, and the value evaluation
factors of 25 customers have large dispersion degree. In Table 5-3, the average score of HI1,
H12 and H13 is less than 5, showing that these interviewed customers in Fujian ship trading
market have general performance in the three behavioral intentions——recommending to
other traders, purchasing service with premium and choosing the ship trading market again
next time. That is, their willingness to support Fujian ship trading market is not strong. The
standard deviation of the these three items is all above 0.5, which shows the score of
customer behavioral intention has a high dispersion degree and has certain variation to be
explained.
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Table 5-2 Descriptive statistics of customer perceived value minus customer desired value
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard

Item

N

Value

Value

Value

Deviation

A1

71

-5

2

.08

1.671

A2

71

-5

2

-.03

1.927

A3

71

-5

2

-.69

2.018

A4

71

-5

2

.00

1.897

A5

71

-1

2

.42

.921

A6

71

-5

2

.48

1.520

B1

71

-5

2

-.56

2.136

B2

71

-5

2

.06

2.056

B3

71

-5

2

-.96

2.296

C1

71

-5

2

-.01

1.626

C2

71

-5

2

.04

1.562

C3

71

-5

2

-.37

1.899

C4

71

-5

2

-.10

1.504

D1

71

-5

2

-2.17

2.438

D2

71

-5

2

-1.59

2.441

D3

71

-5

2

-2.48

2.407

D4

71

-5

2

-1.01

2.101

D5

71

-5

2

-1.76

2.481

E1

71

-5

2

-.38

2.080

E2

71

-5

2

-.69

2.358

E3

71

-5

2

-.66

2.248

E4

71

-5

2

-1.42

2.505

F1

71

-5

2

-.06

1.827

F2

71

-5

2

-1.82

2.560

F3

71

-5

2

-.66

2.090

F4

71

-5

2

-.77

2.199

F5

71

-5

2

.10

1.837

F6

71

-5

2

-.70

2.289

F7

71

-5

2

-.97

2.342

Valid N

71
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Table 5-3 Descriptive statistics of customer behavioral intention

5.

Minimum

Maximum

Maximum

Standard

N

Value

Value

Value

Deviation

2.

HI1

71

1

7

4.01

1.507

2

HI2

71

1

7

3.96

1.616

D

HI3

71

2

7

4.83

1.414

o

Valid

N

71

w
nsizing of scale indexes
1. Correlation analysis
In checking the reliability of scale indexes, usually Cronbach’s α coefficient is used to
evaluate whether an index has high internal consistency, and Corrected Item-Total
Correction (CITC) is used to check the correlation between an item and the whole scale.
CITC is used for judging whether an item belonging to a specific structure variable has good
internal consistency. The larger the CITC coefficient of an item is, the higher internal
consistency this item has with other overall items. The index downsizing in this thesis is
mainly based on Cronbach’s α coefficient and CITC coefficient. In the downsizing
process, the thesis deletes items whose CITC is less than 0.3 and whose deletion can
improve α coefficient. Generally, scholars believe that Item-Total correction less than 0.3
indicates the item can’t signify a single structure together with other indexes, so the research
process deletes items whose CITC coefficient is less than 0.3[错误！未定义书签。]. It is
shown in 5-4 that the overall α coefficient is 0.914, indicating the reliability of the scale is
good. In the analysis of Item-Total correction, it shows the CITC coefficient of A5, A6, B3
and C4 is respectively 0.085, 0.204, 0.212and 0.109, all of which are less than 0.3, so these
four items are successively deleted. After deleting these four indexes, the overall α
coefficient increases from 0.914 to 0.925. In the end, as to the CITC coefficient, the lowest
is 0.302 of C2, but the deletion of C2 can’t increase the overall α coefficient, so C2 is
retained. In Table 5-5, the α coefficient about customer behavioral intention scale is 0.748,
indicating the scale’s internal consistency is acceptable with relatively reasonable setting;
CITC coefficients are all above 0.5, indicating every item has good correlation with the
overall scale, so the three items——H11, H12 and H13 in the customer behavioral intention
scale are retained.
Table 5-4 CITC and α coefficient of customer value scale
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Item

Item Content

Initial

Initial

Final

Final

CITC

AID

CITC

AID

A1

Charging standard is expressed in striking places.

.490

.911

.482

.918

A2

Business license is striking.

.545

.910

.537

.918

A3

The business place is pleasant.

.560

.910

.572

.917

A4

Facilities are matched with the provided service.

.480

.911

.450

.919

A5

The occupational requirements of the service staffs are

.085

.915

——

——

expressed.
A6

Service staffs wear uniforms with visual comfort.

.204

.914

——

——

B1

The provided information about ship trading is true and

.561

.910

.563

.917

accurate.
B2

Service staffs always keep their word.

.573

.909

.546

.917

B3

Service staffs accurately provide service.

.212

.916

——

——

C1

Ship trading market has good reputation.

.359

.913

.350

.920

C2

Service staffs have good professional ethics.

.309

.913

.302

.921

C3

Service charge in ship trading market accords with the

.434

.912

.451

.919

national standard
C4

Ship trading market uses standard model contract.

.109

.915

——

——

D1

Customer demands are timely handled.

.542

.910

.522

.918

D2

The whole transaction process is rapid, with short waiting

.575

.909

.564

.917

time.
D3

Service staffs always enthusiastically help customers.

.575

.909

.579

.917

D4

The service staffs have high vocational skills.

.564

.910

.540

.917

D5

Customers are able to be provided with the latest

.651

.908

.654

.915

information.
E1

Service staffs have good attitude.

.491

.911

.487

.918

E2

Service staffs well understand customer demands.

.644

.908

.647

.915

E3

Service staffs maintain customers’ benefits.

.582

.909

.584

.917

E4

Personalized service is customized for customers.

.667

.907

.671

.915

F1

Ship trading market provides ship trading information.

.325

.913

.333

.921

F2

Ship trading market provides assessment and inspection

.596

.909

.616

.916

.553

.910

.579

.917

service.
F3

Ship trading market provides financial service of ship
transaction.

F4

Ship trading market provides ship insurance agent service.

.683

.907

.700

.915

F5

Ship auction service in ship trading market

.451

.911

.469

.919

F6

Attestation service in ship trading market

.632

.908

.642

.916

Ship trading consultation (trading project design)

.504

.911

.528

.918

F7
Initial

0.914

Final

α

α

Note: CITC is the correlation coefficient of each item score with the overall score;
AID=Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted, is the

α

coefficient after the deletion of the item.
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0.925

Table 5-5 CITC and α coefficient of customer behavioral intention scale
Item

Item Content

CITC

AID

HI1

Actively introducing and recommending the ship trading

.555

.687

.648

.574

.530

.715

market to other ship traders
HI2

Willing to purchase the service of the ship trading
market with premium

HI3

Choosing the ship trading market again next time

α coefficient

0.748

2. Factor analysis
Factor analysis is to find out the internal dependency of factors. That is, factor analysis can
help confirm the infrastructure of the survey data of the variables in the whole scale. Factor
analysis is carried out on the remaining 25 items after correlation analysis, and principal
component analysis is used to extract the common factor with larger contribution to variance
so as to confirm the final analysis dimensions of the scale.
(1) Conditions of factor analysis
KMO is used to evaluate the partial correlation among different variables. It observes the
relative size of the simple correlation coefficient and partial correlation coefficient among
variables, and its value range is from 0 to 1. When the quadratic sum of all partial correlation
coefficients is less than the quadratic sum of simple correlation coefficients, KMO is close to
1. Usually, the statistical magnitude of KMO above 0.8 is very appropriate for making factor
analysis; above 0.7 is appropriate for making factor analysis; 0.6 signifies factor analysis can
be used; below 0.6 means inappropriate for making factor analysis[错误！未定义书签。].
Bartlett sphericity test is used to test whether correlation matrix is unit matrix, i.e. whether
variables are mutually independent with each other [错误！未定义书签。]. SPSS17.0 is used
to analyze the remaining 25 items in the formal customer value scale and the 3 items in the
customer behavioral intention scale, and the results of KMO and Bartlett sphericity test are
shown in Table 5-6:
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Table 5-6 Results of KMO and Bartlett sphericity test of the scale
KMO

Bartlett sphericity test

CV

HI

.732

.665

Approximate

1228.242

49.300

Chi-square

300

3

df

.000

.000

Sig.

It can be seen from the above statistical table: KMO value in the customer value scale is
0.732>0.6, the approximate Chi-square of Bartlett sphericity test is 1228.242 and its
significance is 0.000<0.001; KMO value in the customer behavioral intention scale is
0.665>0.6 the approximate Chi-square is 49.300, and its significance is 0.000<0.001. This
shows that the variables in the two scales of the research are appropriate for making factor
analysis.
(2) Factor analysis of the customer value scale
In factor analysis of the customer value scale, the author uses the method of PCA factor
orthogonal rotation to extract the common factors. Usually, researchers use characteristic
value method, scree plot method, method of factor’s accumulated explanation of variance
together with the researchers’ experience to confirm the amount of common factors. In the
research process, in order to more accurately reach the purpose of reducing dimensions and
downsizing factors, the thesis simultaneously uses the former three methods. Characteristic
value method refers to taking the principal components whose characteristic value is no less
than 1 as the initial factors and abandoning the common factors whose characteristic value is
less than 1; scree plot method refers to drawing up the scatter diagram of the factors’ value
change according to their extraction order, and then selecting the amount of factors
according to the shape of the characteristic value; method of factor’s accumulated
explanation of variance refers to confirming the amount of common factors according to
each factor’s ability of accumulated explanation of the total variance, and usually the
proportion of the accumulated explanation of variance of the selected factor amount is
70%-80%. In the factor analysis, the thesis abides by the three decision-making principle
proposed by Hair (1995) et al: the first is that the characteristic value is above 1; the second
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is that factors whose load capacity is less than 0.5 and factors whose whose load capacity is
more than 0.5 on two or more factors are deleted; the third is that factors with only one item
are deleted. Firstly, by using SPSS17.0 to analyze the customer behavioral intention scale,
we get Table 5-7. The result shows the load of three factors is all above 0.5 and the
accumulated explanation of variance reaches 86.445%. Thus, after the analysis of CITC
coefficient and α coefficient on the customer behavioral intention scale, with factor
analysis, it shows the questionnaire of this part has a good structure.

Table 5-7 Factor loading of customer behavioral intention scale
Item

Item Content

Factor
Loading

HI1

Actively introducing and recommending the ship trading

.640

market to other ship traders
HI2

Willing to purchase the service of the ship trading market

.742

with premium
HI3

Choosing the ship trading market again next time

Variation amount of the accumulated explanation of variance

.661
86.445%

After factor analysis of the customer value scale, we get 5-8: Table of accumulated
explanation of overall variance, 5-9: Factor loading matrix Table and Figure 5-2: Scree plot.
It can be seen from 5-8 that the characteristic value of 6 factors is above 1, and the variation
amount of the accumulated explanation variance is 72.471%; from 5-9, it can be seen that
the loading coefficient of 25 factors is above 0.5, which shows that adjusted customer value
scale has reasonable structure; from 5-2, it can be seen that the smoothing of the factors’
characteristic value after the 6th is reducing, so 6 factors are selected as the common factors.
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Table 5-8 Factors’ accumulated explanation of total variance
Initial solution

Item
Sum

Variance%

Solution after rotation

Accumulation

Sum

%

Variance

Accumulation

%

%

1

8.684

34.738

34.738

3.874

15.498

15.498

2

2.900

11.598

46.336

3.702

14.809

30.306

3

2.412

9.650

55.986

3.222

12.887

43.194

4

1.672

6.690

62.676

3.150

12.600

55.794

5

1.378

5.510

68.186

2.464

9.858

65.651

6

1.071

4.285

72.471

1.705

6.820

72.471

……

……

……

……

25

.056

.224

100.000
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Table 5-9 Table of factor loading of customer value scale
Item

Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

F5

.767

.060

.074

-.098

.265

.112

F3

.766

.184

.230

-.075

.284

.003

F4

.732

.189

.292

.226

.139

.088

F1

.719

-.100

.233

.251

-.309

-.183

F2

.669

.175

.076

.231

.100

.311

F7

.624

.200

-.173

.441

.129

.081

F6

.559

.438

.035

.015

.347

.431

D1

.099

.798

.202

.057

-.087

.059

D3

.172

.723

.259

-.014

-.034

.244

D5

.133

.682

.264

.340

.125

-.026

D2

-.008

.675

.367

.237

-.044

.093

D4

.150

.583

.108

.260

.080

.113

E3

.143

.186

.882

.111

.026

.191

E1

.101

.244

.834

.093

.129

-.240

E2

.149

.365

.791

.090

.090

.153

E4

.320

.424

.641

-.056

.091

.235

A1

.051

.151

.098

.912

.095

-.013

A2

.016

.340

.136

.731

.037

.187

A4

.194

-.045

.108

.700

.042

.354

A3

.200

.443

-.029

.575

.287

-.030

C2

.033

-.054

.107

.171

.845

.048

C1

.203

-.106

.021

.158

.829

.201

C3

.361

.229

.138

-.030

.649

-.104

B2

.060

.255

.251

.276

.048

.782

B1

.329

.245

-.131

.425

.258

.527

Note: extraction method: principal component analysis (PCA)
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Figure 5-2 Scree Plot
From 5-9 it can be seen that 6 common factors are extracted from the 25 indexes. The 1st
common factor in factor loading coefficient explains F dimension, the 2nd common factor
explains D dimension, the 3rd common factor explains E dimension, the 4th common factor
explains A dimension and C dimension, the 5th common factor explains C dimension and the
5th common factor explains B dimension. There are no indexes whose factor loading
coefficient is less than 0.5, so no indexes are deleted. From the common factors’ explanation
of the indexes, it can be found that after the index downsizing through CITC analysis, the
index design of the six dimensions all achieves good evaluation result, which is appropriate
for measuring the customer value of Fujian ship trading market.

5.2.3 Reliability and validity check of the scale
The reliability and validity analysis is aiming at the scale after index downsizing. The thesis
conducts laminated reliability check on the scale after factor analysis as well as the validity
check on the three layers of the scale——content validity, construct validity and criterion
validity.
The reliability check continues to use the method used in the above thesis and Cronbach’s

α is used for measuring. According to Wu Minglong’s opinion, the laminated α
coefficient of the scale between 0.5 and 0.6 signifies acceptable, above 0.7 signifiers the
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laminated factors have high reliability [错误！未定义书签。]. The laminated reliability of the
two downsizing scales is shown in Table 5-10. Except the α coefficient of service
reliability is below 0.7, the rest are all relatively high, which shows the downsizing scales
have higher reliability and are appropriate for the research.
Table 5-10 Lamination α coefficient of the downsizing scales
Scale

Dimension

Item Amount

α coefficient

Customer value

Service tangibility

4

0.820

Service reliability

2

0.653

Service insurance

3

0.768

Service reactivity

5

0.850

Service empathy

4

0.907

Function completeness

7

0.864

Overall scale

25

0.921

Overall scale

3

0.748

Customer behavioral intention

In the aspect of validity check, the first is content validity and criterion validity. In this thesis,
the content in the customer value scale is set by combining with the advice of experts and
typical customers of Fujian ship trading market according to SERVQUAL model based on
the previous researches, and the content in customer behavioral intention scale is set by
combing with the service property of ship trading based on the previous researches. Thus,
the content validity and criterion validity of the two scales can both reflect the content to be
surveyed; in the end, construct validity check is conducted. The correlation analysis among
different items under every dimension is conducted to check the construct validity of the
scale. From 5-11 to 5-17, except the correlation coefficients of several items are below 0.4,
the correlation coefficients of other items are all relatively high. In the Table, figures marked
with ** signify their Pearson coefficient is significant in the two-sided test under the level of
0.01, which indicates the customer value scale and customer behavioral intention scale have
good construct validity. (Note: **means significant correlation under the level of 0.01
(two-sided)).
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Table 5-11 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on tangibility
Item

A1

A2

A3

A1

1

A2

.777**

1

A3

.581**

.505**

1

A4

.595**

.414**

.392**

A4

1

Table 5-12 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on reliability
Item

B1

B1

1

B2

.486**

B2
1

Table 5-13 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on insurance
Item

C1

C2

C1

1

C2

.743**

1

C3

.410**

.472**

C3

1

Table 5-14 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on reactivity
Item

D1

D1

1

D2

.552**

D3

**

.663**

**

**

.553

D2

D3

D4

D5

1
1

D4

.471

.464

.493*

1

D5

.642**

.578**

.464**

.420**
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Table 5-15 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on empathy
Item

E1

E2

E3

E1

1

E2

.735**

E3

**

.731

.842**

1

E4

.583**

.697**

.698**

E4

1
1

Table 5-16 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on function completeness
Item

F1

F2

F1

1

F2

.497**

1

F3

.353**

.496**

1

F4

.515**

.548**

.701**

F5

**

**

**

.532**

**

**

.453

**

F3

.503

**

F4

.690

F5

F6

F7

1
1

F6

.313

.512

.543

.520

.441**

1

F7

.378**

.509**

.442**

.540**

.348**

.449**

1

Table 5-17 Pearson correlation coefficient among items on customer behavioral
intention
Item

HI1

HI1

1

HI2

.557**

HI3

**

HI2

HI3

1
.528**

.403

1

Based on the reliability and validity analysis above, it proves that the 6 dimensions in the
customer value scale of Fujian ship trading market——service tangibility, service reliability,
service reactivity, service insurance, service empathy and function completeness, as well as
the customer behavioral intention scale have good reliability and validity.
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5.2.4 Hypothesis Testing
The principal line of the research is to analyze the development of Fujian ship trading
market through the analysis of the customer value of Fujian ship trading market, and the ship
traders’ behavioral intention has decisive role in the development of ship trading market, so
the thesis connects the customer value in ship trading market with the development of ship
trading market through the link of customer behavioral intention. This research is carried out
under the premise that the customer value and customer behaviors’ positivity in ship trading
market have significant positive correlation, so firstly it is necessary to conduct hypothesis
testing. Based on the correlation analysis of customer value and customer behavioral
intention, their close relationship can be confirmed, and then the regression analysis of the
two can confirm the causal relationship between them so as to test the hypothesis.
Meanwhile, the six dimensions of the customer value are independent variables and
customer behavioral intentions of the ship trading market are the dependent variables.
1. Correlation analysis of customer value and customer behavioral intention
SPSS17.0 is used to conduct correlation analysis of the six dimensions in customer value
and customer behavioral intention in Fujian ship trading market (see Table 5-18). From the
Table, it can be seen that except service reactivity, the other correlation coefficients of
customer value dimensions and customer behavioral intention are all above 0.6, which
shows the correlation between customer value and customer behavioral intention is good.
Whether there exists causal relationship needs to be confirmed by regression analysis.

Table 5-18 Pearson correlation coefficient of customer value and customer behavioral
intention
Dimension

Customer behavioral intention
Person

Significance

Identification

correlation

(two-sided)

result

.681**

.000

Significant

B. Service reliability

**

.641

.000

Significant

C. Service insurance

.445**

.000

Significant

D. Service reactivity

.805**

.000

Significant

**

.000

Significant

**

.000

Significant

coefficient
A. Service tangibility

E. Service empathy
F. Function completeness

.741
.728
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Note: **means significant correlation under the level of 0.01 (two-sided)).
2. Regression analysis
In order to confirm the influence of ship trading market on customer behavioral intention,
the thesis conducts regression analysis on them. Firstly, the thesis respectively works out the
mean value of the six dimensions in customer value scale as well as the mean value of
customer behavioral intention, and then respectively analyzes the regression relation
between the six dimensions and customer behavioral intention. The analysis result is shown
in 5-19.
In model 1, the coefficient of the constant term in regression model is 4.353, the regression
coefficient of independent variable A is 0.568, so we can construct the equation of linear
regression Y=0.568X1+4.353. From t testing, F test value and Sig value, it can be seen that
service tangibility has significant positive influence on customer behavioral intention, so
hypothesis H1 is accepted; similarly, regression equation of model 2 is Y=0.499X2+4.377,
regression equation of model 3 is Y=0.4X3+4.3308, regression equation of model 4 is
Y=0.541X4+5.239, regression equation of model 5 is Y=0.46X5+4.626, regression equation
of model 6 is Y=0.57X6+4.661, and regression equation of model 7 is Y=0.97X+4.982.
According to the regression equation of every model and their t value and F value, it can be
found that the six dimensions in customer value all have significant positive influence on
customer behavioral intention. In model 7, the regression coefficient of CV in customer
value reaches 0.97, which shows under the resultant action of all dimensions, the customer
value in ship trading market has very significant positive influence on customer behavioral
intention, so hypothesis H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6 and H are accepted. As the basic premise
of the research is that customer behavioral intention in ship trading market has absolute
positive correlation with the prosperity of ship trading market, so hypothesis H' is accepted,
i.e. customer value has positive correlation with the prosperity of ship trading market. The
specific hypothesis testing result is shown in 5-20.

Table 5-19 Regression analysis of customer value and customer behavioral intention
Model

1:(constant)
A

HI

B

Beta

(unstandardized）

(standardized)

4.353
.568

.681

t/Sig.

F/Sig.

39.123/.000

59.815/.000

7.734/.000

2
R =0.681; R 2 =0.464; revised R =0.457

2:(constant)
B

HI

4.377
.449

37.357/.000
.641
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6.942/.000

48.195/.000

R =0.641; R 2 =0.411; revised R 2 =0.403
3:
(constant)
C

HI

4.308
.400

31.720/.000
.445

17.062/.000

4.131/.000

R =0.445; R 2 =0.198; revised R 2 =0.187
4:
(constant)
D

HI

5.239
.541

42.002/.000
.805

126.91/.000

11.265/.000

R =0.805; R 2 =0.648; revised R 2 =0.643
5:
(constant)
E

HI

4.626
.460

42.428/.000
.741

83.873/.000

9.158/.000

R =0.741; R 2 =0.549; revised R 2 =0.542
6:
(constant)
F

HI

4.661
.570

41.237/.000
.728

77.829/.000

8.822/.000

R =0.728; R 2 =0.530; revised R 2 =0.523
7:
(constant)
CV

HI

4.982
.970

104.089/.000
.962

863.352/.000

29.383/.000

R =0.962; R 2 =0.926; revised R 2 =0.925
Note: A, B, C, D, E and F respectively represent the six dimensions of customer value;
CV stands for customer value; and HI represents customer behavioral intention.

Table 5-20 Hypothesis testing result
Number

Hypothesis

Result

H1

Service tangibility has significant positive correlation with

Accepted

the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
H2

Service reliability has significant positive correlation with

Accepted

the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
H3

Service insurance has significant positive correlation with

Accepted

the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
H4

Service reactivity has significant positive correlation with
the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
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Accepted

H5

Service empathy has significant positive correlation with

Accepted

the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
H6

Function completeness has significant positive correlation

Accepted

with the positivity of customer behavioral intention.
Customer value has significant positive correlation with
H

the positivity of customer behavioral intention.

Accepted

Customer value has significant positive correlation with
H'

the prosperity of ship trading market.

Accepted

5.3 Customer Value Evaluation of Fujian Ship Trading market
After index downsizing, the formal questionnaire has good credibility and validity, so the
thesis uses the data of the downsizing indexes in the formal questionnaire to evaluate the
customer value of Fujian ship trading market. In the research method selection in Chapter 3,
it has discussed the advantages and disadvantages of various customer value evaluation
models, and finally a comprehensive evaluation method based on SERVQUAL is selected.
The model of this evaluation method is described as:
m

n

CV = ∑∑(Uij −Pij ) ⋅ Wij
i=1 j=1

=（U11 −P11）
⋅ W11 +(U12 −P12) ⋅ W12 +... +(U67 −P67 ) ⋅ W67

Formula (5-1)

In the model, U ij , Pij and Wij are respectively customers’ expected value, actual perceived
value and the index weight of the j index in the i dimension.

5.3.1 Confirmation of every index weight
1. First-level index weight
In the research process, the first-level indexes are the six dimensions in the customer value
scale: tangibility, reliability, insurance, reactivity, empathy and function completeness, all of
whose weight can be confirmed by factor analysis. Supposing the variance contribution rate
of the i common factor after rotation is Vi and the overall contribution rate of the six
common factors is V, then the weight of the i common factor (first-level index) is Wi , and
in this way, Wi = Vi / V . From Table 5-8, it can be seen that the overall contribution rate of
the accumulated variance of the six first-level indexes is 72.471%, so according to the above
weight calculation formula, the weight of the first-level indexes is shown in 5-21.
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Table 5-21 First-level index weight
First-level

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.174

0.094

0.136

0.204

0.178

0.214

index
Weight Wi

2. Second-level index weight
Second-level index weight is confirmed by the loading coefficient of the twiddle factors.

λ ij is the factor coefficient of the j index under the i dimension, λi is the sum of the
factor coefficients under the i dimension, so W ij =

λ ij
⋅ W i . According to 5-9, the
λi

weight of the second-level indexes in customer value scale is shown in 5-22.

Table 5-22 Second-level index weight
Second-level index

W11

W12

W13

W14

W21

W22

W31

W32

W33

Weight Wij

.054

.044

.034

.042

.056

.038

.049

.05

.038

Second-level index

W41

W42

W43

W44

W45

W51

W52

W53

W54

Weight Wij

.047

.04

.043

.034

.04

.047

.045

.05

.036

Second-level index

W61

W62

W63

W64

W65

W66

W67

Weight Wij

.032

.03

.034

.032

.034

.025

.028

5.3.2 Customer value evaluation of Fujian ship trading market
From Table 5-2, the descriptive statistics through customers’ perceived value minus their
desire value leads to the mean value（Ui - Pi）, and with the comprehensive evaluation
method, we obtain the customer value evaluation result of Fujian ship trading market in 5-23.
In 5-23, CV=-0.71817<0, and according to the evaluation method description, we can see
that the customer value of Fujian ship trading market is relatively low and customers’ actual
perceived value seldom reaches the desired value. From the analysis of the six dimensions in
the first-level indexes, only customers’ perception of the insurance of Fujian ship trading
market surpasses the customers’ expectation. Ship traders’ perception has large difference
from their desired value in dimensions including service reactivity, service empathy and
function completeness in ship trading market.
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Table 5-23 Customer evaluation result of Fujian ship trading market
Index

Variance contribution

（ Ui - Pi ）

Respective dimension

Comprehensive

evaluation value

evaluation value

rate/Weight
A1

0.054

.08

A2

0.044

-.03

A3

0.034

-.69

A4

0.042

.00

B1

0.056

-.56

B2

0.038

.06

C1

0.049

-.01

C2

0.05

.04

C3

0.038

-.37

D1

0.047

-2.17

D2

0.04

-1.59

D3

0.043

-2.48

D4

0.034

-1.01

D5

0.04

-1.76

E1

0.047

-0.38

E2

0.045

-0.69

E3

0.05

-0.66

E4

0.036

-1.42

F1

0.032

-.60

F2

0.03

-1.82

F3

0.034

-.66

F4

0.032

-.77

F5

0.034

.10

F6

0.025

-.70

F7

0.028

-.97

-0.02046

-0.02908

0.00351

-0.37697
-0.71817

-0.13303

-0.16214
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Chapter Six: Evaluation on the Development of
Fujian

Ship

Trading

Market

from

the

Perspective of Customer Value
6.1 Development of Fujian Ship Trading Market from the Perspective of
Customer Value
6.1.1 The market share is not high and the operation scale is limited
In the descriptive statistics on tendencies of customer behaves, the mean values of the three
questions was 4.01, 3.96 and 4.83 respectively, which indicated that customers was not very
active in recommending others and purchasing premium services. They would not take the
initiative actively to support the ship trading market. But the customers performed more
active in the question of “selecting the ship trading market in the next time”. In 2011, the
ship trading volume of the two ship trading markets in Fujian Province was nearly 200,
which was very different from that of the ship traders of Fujian Province. The first part of
the questionnaire pointed out that more than 50% ship traders were trading 6-10 times
annually According to this, the ship trading volume of Fujian should be near 1,000 each year.
Meanwhile, the surveys showed that more than 80% of the interviewed customers have the
experience of ship trading in the ship markets of other provinces, so we can see that much
ship trading of Fujian was completed in the trading markets of other provinces annually.
This is contrary to the position of large shipping province (the port throughput was nearly
400 million tons in 2011) and shipbuilding province (the output value of shipbuilding
industry was 22.1 billion in 2011) of Fujian. Established nearly two years, Fujian
Shipbuilding Market did not achieve desired results both in development speed and scale.

6.1.2 Lacks of Attractiveness and Fails to Introduce Ship Traders of Other Provinces
According to the transaction records of Fujian Bafang Ship Trading Center and Xiamen Ship
Trading Center, the customers of the two ship trading markets were mostly from Fujian
Province, which is not only not symmetrical to the sound system, the domestic and foreign
shipping routes set of Fujian but also not in accordance with the outside investment brought
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by the building of West Coast Economic Zone. Although there is a huge potential in ship
trading in Fujian, most ship traders of others provinces choose to complete the transaction in
ship trading markets of Qingdao, Shanghai, Zhejiang, Guangzhou and other places.
To sum up, Fujian Shipbuilding market lacks of attractivenesswhich

cannot making ship

traders of Fujian actively support and promote or reducing the embarrassment of Fujian ship
traders to trade in other provinces. Besides, it does not have fruitful approaches to attract
traders of other provinces. These are bound to become major bottlenecks limiting the
development of Fujian ship trading market.

6.1.3 Causes of Poor Development of Fujian Ship Trading Market from the
Perspective of Customer Value
The most fundamental reason of the poor development of Fujian ship trading market is that
its customer value is too low to create values accepted by customers and making them
satisfied, so customers of the ship trading market are not positive in the three aspects of
recommending, buying premium service and continuing to use. As analyzed in chapter V, the
customers’ evaluations on the six dimensions of customer value were not high. Only the
perception score of the protection dimension of customer value was more than the expected
score. So this paper analyzes the reasons of the poor development of Fujian ships trading
market from several dimensions of customer value. According to weight analysis in chapter
V, the importance of the factors obtained can be put as: functional integrity> service
reactivity> service empathy> service supportability> service tangibles> service reliability.
1. Lack of functional integrity
The full functionality of China's ship trading market can be divided into seven aspects as
mentioned in the questionnaire: providing ship trading information, providing ship
inspection and assessment services, providing financial services to ship trading, providing
ship insurance agency services, ship trading market assurance services, ship trading market
auction services, ship trading advisory (trading program design). Fujian ship trading market
was built less than two years. Although the above seven business are covered, its core
business is just stay in ship trading authentication. Therefore, only the value of ship trading
authentication is positive seen from the perspective of customer value evaluation. Customer
value evaluation of information services of Fujian ship trading market was -0.0192, which
showed that the information platform construction was still lagging behindand cannot
meeting customers' needs. The channels of Fujian ship trading market to get and publish
information are relatively single and the information published is only limited to ship trading
information which lacks of analysis and guidance to shipping and shipbuilding market.
Currently, Fujian ship trading market can release information only by the channel of its own
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site. Limited to the website visibility and traffic, it is difficult to effectively convey the
messages to the ship trading customers. The evaluating value of customers to ship inspection
and assessment function is -0.0546, indicating that the ship traders were not satisfied with
this feature of the ship trading market in Fujian. Since Fujian ship trading market lacks of
professional and technical evaluation and inspection team, ship trading market will seek a
third party to carry out ship evaluation and testing only upon customers’ request. And it is
difficult to guarantee the quality of service for the entire evaluation and inspection processes
are not within the scope of monitoring. Ship trading financial services refers to that ship
trading markets and financial institutions cooperate to provide financial services to ship
traders. Currently, Fujian ship trading market only remains in the primary stage, limited by
matchmaking service and not involving in the whole process of financial services. Ship
insurance agency business is not satisfactory with the customer evaluation value of -0.0246,
so ship insurance agency functions need to be improved. As for ship auction, Xiamen Ship
Trading Center is not doing well while Bafang Ship Trading Center is doing well.
Cooperating with Fujian Provincial Auction House, Bafang ship trading center has been
trying to promote this function and has carried out some successful attempts. Ship trading
advisory service is similar to the program design and planning and others provided by the
fourth party logistics companies. Fujian ship trading market has just started in this service
lacking of professional ship trading consultant, so this service needs to be improved.
In summary, the performance of Fujian ship trading market in the functional integrity of
customer value significantly affects the customers’ support behavior of the ship trading
market, which is not conducive to the development of ship trading market.
2. Lack of service reactivity
Seen from the survey statistics of customer value of Fujian ship trading market, the
evaluation value of service reactivity is the lowest of -0.37697, indicating Fujian ship
trading market is far from meeting the customers’ expectations in terms of customers’ needs.
The difference between customer perception and expectation of the five questions of service
reactivity was -2.17, -1.59, -2.48, -1.01 and -1.76 respectively. These are biggest differences
of all the questions in customer perception and expectation, which are big enough to reflect
the customers’ attention to service responsiveness of the ship trading market as well as their
dissatisfaction with the current service. As Fujian ship trading market was established not
long time ago, a variety of equipment, facilities or personnel reserves are insufficient,
making it difficult to make timely responses to customers’ needs. In terms of the transaction
speed, Fujian ship trading market currently can not provide one-stop ship trading service and
can not establish a seamless connection with other appropriate agencies, so all formalities in
the ship trading process are unable to be achieved fast and efficiently. In addition, due to the
personnel limitations, Fujian ship trading market does not have a ship trading team with
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professional ability and skills. Besides, the emergency system of Fujian ship trading market
is inadequate in appropriate capabilities. In summary, lacking of responsiveness is another
major cause of poor development of Fujian ship trading market and the final reasons are as
follows: (1) internal management of Fujian ship trading market is not good and the
“customer demand-oriented” service concept does not go deep into every service personnel;
(2) the continuity of various aspects of the ship trading is not strong, which would delay
time; (3) Fujian ship trading market lacks of qualified personnel.
3. Lack of service empathy
The value of customers’ comprehensive evaluation on the empathy of Fujian ship trading is
-0.13303. Services empathy mainly means the ability of service personnel to actively
provide services to customers, including service attitude, understanding customers’ needs,
thinking for customers as well as developing personalized service for customers. The survey
analysis showed that services initiative and positivity of Fujian ship trading market can’t
reach the customers’ expectations, especially for developing personalized service for
customers. The difference between customer perception and customer expectations reached
-1.42, which indicating serious service homogeneity of Fujian ship trading market trading
market. Also it showed that the market can not design targeted services. To sum up, lack of
service empathy has become a major bottleneck of the development and expansion of Fujian
ship trading market.
4. Imperfect service tangibles and reliability
As for service tangibles and reliability, the customers’ comprehensive evaluation values of
Fujian ship trading market are -0.02046 and -0.02908. Compared with other dimensions of
customer value, consumers consider the importance of these two dimensions is lower and
the differences between the perception and expectation are relative smaller. But the customer
evaluation on service environment is low and the difference between perception and
expectation reached -0.69. In order to prove customers’ evaluation results, the author visited
Fujian Bafang ship trading center. As the customers’ evaluations, the ship trading market is
located on the sixth floor of Tianfu Building established by Tianfu office building service.
One needs to take a round to find the elevator upstairs from the back door of the parking lot
and the environment in the elevator is also not comfortable. Entering the office space of the
ship trading market, one can find that the space between offices is small and crowded with
old decoration, which is hardly pleasant environment. Although consumers consider that the
proportion of service tangibles and reliability is small in the whole composition, the comfort
level received by customers can directly affect the customers’ subjective judgment. This not
only affects the customers’ behavioral tendencies of Fujian ship trading market but also
reduces their participation enthusiasm.
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6.2 Recommendations of improving customer value and promoting the
development of ship trading market in Fujian Province
6.2.1 Improving the functional construction of ship trading market
1. Establishing comprehensive information platform
Establishing comprehensive information platform as well as enriching collection and
distribution channels of ship trading information is one of the important means to win
customers’ supports. Firstly, enrich information collection channels, and actively and
regularly visit customers to get their dynamic information; strengthen exchanges and
cooperation of the same industry, and collaborate with other regional developed ship trading
markets to obtain ship trading information of other provinces so as to attract the traders there;
secondly, enrich information distribution channels, break single website releasing form, and
communicate the latest information to customers through the establishment of messaging
platforms, radio, professional newspapers, and desktop client-side automatical reminding;
thirdly, enrich information content. The current ship trading market in Fujian Province only
releases ship trading information. In order to attract customers, ship trading market can
design guiding information of shipping market information, shipbuilding market analysis, as
well as analysis of domestic and foreign experts on the trend of shipping and ship trading
markets.
2. Improving the ship evaluation and inspection functions
Evaluation and inspection is one of the most important steps in ship trading. Currently, a
third party is entrusted in Fujian ship trading market only under the requirements of
customers, so this business is not controllable for the ship trading market. In order to
improve this situation and enhance the service quality of ship evaluation and inspection, ship
trading market should take it as a core business. In the prophase development with small
business volume, make long-term and close clientage, and enable the inspection agency to
become a subsidiary body of ship trading market through establishing strategic partnerships
with third-party inspection agencies; when the ship transaction size is large enough, ship
trading market can set its own ship evaluation and inspection department, which is crucial to
improve the service quality of this business. When the ship trading market starts to focus on
evaluation and inspection business and develop it as a core business, enhancement of
customer value is well in sight.
3. Improving quality of financial services
The financial service provided by ship trading market is mainly to help ship traders with
credit financing. There are many potential ship traders every year making ship trading end in
naught because of financial strain. Most ship traders need credit finance to support ship
transactions. However, the current development of China’s shipbuilding finance presents an
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unbalanced state. The financial development of new shipbuilding trading is prosperous, but
there are few financial institutions specialized for second-hand ship trading. On the other
hand, as ship financing is of strong specialty and wide coverage, operators must master
knowledge of shipping market, shipbuilding and market trends, finance, etc.. It is thus very
difficult for most ship traders to independently complete their own ship financing. Fujian
ship trading market should regard ship financial service as an important export of diversified
market functions, and establish long-term stable cooperations with financial institutions, so
that ship transaction financing can be completed quickly and efficiently. Ship trading market
will perform two-way communication to help ship traders file an application, provide
financing guarantees, manage various formalities for commission agents, and help ship
traders of financial institutions examine and verify the financial condition and credit status.
Current financial institutions with remarkable development in the field of ship financing
mainly include China Export-Import Bank transport financing department and Minsheng
Bank ship financing department. If Fujian ship trading market can establish partnership with
them and guide financial institutions to extend financing activities to ship trading, it is bound
to bring about more ship trading, as well as simplifying ship trading links and improving the
efficiency of ship trading.
4. Strengthening insurance agency functions
Although Fujian ship trading market currently offers shipping insurance agency business, it
achieves only small development, unable to satisfy the ship traders. Fujian ship trading
market mostly cooperates alone with domestic insurance companies, but as limited by the
nature, insurance type, insurance claims settlement network layout and other factors of ship
insurance in domestic insurance companies, it is difficult for single insurance agency to meet
the shipowners’ insurance claims. In order to provide better ship insurance agency service,
Fujian ship trading market is suggested to cooperate with insurance brokerage companies.
As they get hold of resource superiority of domestic and foreign shipping insurance
companies and reinsurance companies, they can tailor best insurance programs for different
ships, and provide lower insurance rates and train service of insurance claims procedures.

6.2.2 Strengthening personnel training
1. Constructing a reasonable personnel structure
Ship trading market with comprehensive functions provides numerous value added services
with high degree of complexity, so a talent team with reasonable structure full of fighting
effectiveness is the premise of good development for ship trading market. Reasonable
personnel structure promotes specialized division of labor, and improves the efficiency of
various services in ship trading market. Currently, the service staff of Fujian ship trading
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market are in a quite mixed bag with unclear responsibilities even for the handling of
multiple businesses, so efficient and high-quality service is out of the question. In the course
of promoting talent structural reform of Fujian ship trading market, professional
management teams, ship technical teams, financial insurance groups, auction teams and
professional counselors are needed. Reasonable personnel structure can be constructed
through recruitment, in-service training, and directed education.
2. Strengthening in-service training
In-service training is a way of updating existing staff’s skills in learning and concepts,
including targeted delegate, full-time study and on-the-job training on a regular basis. Fujian
ship trading market can delegate the staff to learn in other areas with good development of
ship trading market (such as Shanghai Shipping Exchange, Zhejiang ship trading market,
etc.); select potential outstanding employees and support them to pursue advanced studies in
universities at home and abroad at public expenses. Regular training is an effective means to
enhance the theoretical training and overall quality of most employees,.

6.2.3 Strengthening internal management
1. Deepening “customer value-oriented” service concept
Changing staff’s service attitude, and improving reaction capacity of customer needs must
implement the “customer value-oriented” service concept to every employee. Fujian ship
trading market can enhance staff’s service concept through a series of implicit and explicit
behavior. First, proceed from body language, and conduct rigorous pre-service training on
staff’s smiling, words and deeds, and posture; second, commend the advanced, lead
exemplary role, commend and reward those excellent staff who strictly practice the
“customer value-oriented” concept at staff meetings; again, establish a clear slogan, and
make employees convincingly call it out in chorus every morning, which can subtly affect
staff’s service concept; finally, design a variety of slogans in the office to remind staff’s
attention to service attitude. After a period of execution of these proposed measures, each
employee is bound to pay attention to the “customer value-oriented” service concept,
thereby improving service responsiveness and empathy of Fujian ship trading market.
2. Periodic assessment of the staff
A sound assessment system for service performance of employees as well as service
performance-based salary system and competitive mechanism should be established. In the
performance assessment, Fujian ship trading market can follow bank counters to set up
service quality evaluation buttons for each service window, and customers then give score to
the staff after receiving service; payment includes base pay and performance pay, and
performance pay is measured according to customers’ evaluations on the employees; post
competitive mechanism can also be set. Namely, employees with high performance service
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will receive more attractive jobs. Regular staff performance appraisal can improve staff’s
execution and sustainability of service concept, so that the “customer first” working attitude
can be maintained for a long time.

6.2.4 Improving service environment
Under the standards of service tangibility dimension, Fujian ship trading market service
environment got the lowest customer evaluation value. Thus improving the service
environment is the most effective measure to improve tangible evaluation of customer value.
First, the office layout settings should have a certain continuity, that is, departments for each
transaction link should be set in order, thus reducing the number of customer shuttle run,
making things convenient for customers; second, renovate office space. Renovating the old
office gives customers a fresh sense; once again, place some flowers and bonsai in the office
to improve the overall vision of ship trading market; finally, hang various qualifications and
signs of national certification in a prominent position, so that customers can feel the
reliability and security of the ship trading market when entering the service place, and help
them to relieve the worries of being cheated. To win a good impression of customers by
improving the service environment is the first step to win a long-term and stable customers
relationship. Therefore, Fujian ship trading market should focus on service environmental
construction, improve customers’ evaluation on service tangibility, thus to promote the
development of Fujian ship trading market.
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Conclusions
The significance of ship trading market is growing steadily in ship trading industry, and its

importance for the shipping development and regional economic development has become
increasingly prominent. The two ship trading markets of Fujian Province were established
after the “ship trading regulations” issued by the Ministry of Transport, which not only
responds to the advocation of the Ministry of Transport on rectifying the ship trading
industry, but also meets the internal demand of construction in West Coast Economic Zone.
The past two years of development of Fujian ship trading market has proposed a few
questions: whether it is supported and accepted by the ship traders, whether the services
provided satisfied the customers, all the questions issues have become the focus of the
people. Ship trading market has the generality of service industry, so with the customer
value of ship trading market as the starting point and through analyzing the relationship
between customer value of ship trading market and customer behavioral intention, the paper
links customer value to the development of ship trading market. The author obtains the
following findings after nearly six months of learning and survey analysis:
1. There is a significant positive correlation between customer value of Fujian ship trading
market and customer behavior motivation. Namely, ship trading market with high customer
value will bring more customers. The successive regression analysis of the six dimensions of
customer value scale with customer behavioral intention, and ultimate regression analysis of
the customer value with customer behavioral intention show that the regression coefficient
between customer value of Fujian ship trading market and customer behavior intention
reaches up to 0.97.
2. Although the increase of ship trading capacity of Fujian ship trading market during the
past the two years is remarkable, compared with 22.1 billion of shipping industrial output
value of Fujian Province in 2011 and the shipping development with 4 trillion tons of port
handling capacity, the development of ship trading market can not match the positioning of
shipbuilding and large shipping provinces. Fujian Province completes nearly thousands of
ship trading a year, but those completed by the ship trading market of Fujian Province are
less than a quarter. The survey on customer behavioral intention shows that Fujian ship
trading market is not only unable to get the ship trading resources in the province, but also
can not attract ship traders from other provinces.
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3. This paper analyzes the reasons why the development of Fujian ship trading market can
not achieve the desired expectations from the perspective of customer value. It is mainly
manifested as relatively low customer values of the various dimensions of customer value in
ship trading market in Fujian Province. In addition to service supportability, the evaluation
values are all less than 0. So to speed up the development of Fujian ship trading market, it is
necessary to establish the “customer value-oriented” service concept, improve customer
value to attract more customers, accelerate the function construction, strengthen the
cultivation of talents, and advance the internal management and service environment, so as
to make the ship trading market better promote the development of shipping industry in
Fujian Province and contribute to the construction of West Coast Economic Zone.
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Appendix

Questionnaire on the CV and HI of Fujian Ship Trading Market
Dear Sirs,
This is XXX, a graduate from WORLD MARITIME UNIVERSITY. I have heard about
your great accomplishment and your enthusiasm in academic research long before. And I am
engaging in the research of CV of Fujian ship trading market, so I am writing to ask for your
suggestion which will help me perfect my graduation thesis.
This questionnaire covers four parts: questionnaire description, the basic information of the
customers and ships, the table of CV and the table of customer BI.

Part One: Questionnaire Description
The table of CV is designed based on the model of PZB (SERVQUAL) and the table
contains five of the model’s dimensions, which are tangibility, reliability, supportability,
responsiveness and empathy, and one dimension I added to them: service function. The table
of customer BI contains three items. Each of your choice is imperative to my research, and I
can assure you the data won’t be disclosed. Mark your choice with √.
Thank you for arranging time to fill in the questionnaire! Best wishes for you and your
family!

Part Two: The Basic Information
Identity of the ship trader: A. shipping operator B. ship investor C. ship renter D. others
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Frequency of the ship trade: A. 1-5 times per year B. 6-10 times C. more than 10 times
Purpose of the ship trade: A. for operation B. for investment C. for other purpose
Close the deal outside the province?

A. yes

Part Three: The Table of CV
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B. no

Very
satisfied

Satisfied

satisfied to some extent

to some extent

It doesn’t matter

Not satisfied

Not satisfied

Not satisfied at all

Very important

Important

Important to some extent

It doesn’t matter

Unimportant

Unimportant to some extent

Not important at all

Clause

Dimension

A2：business license shown on the bold position

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ship trading

A3：pleasant environment of place of business

1

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

market

A4：equipments capable of providing the

Dimension A:

A1：charging standard shown on the bold position

service
tangibility of

2 3

4 5 6

required

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

A5：the occupational qualifications of service staffs are

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

service

shown

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

B2：the service staffs keep their words

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

B3 ： service staffs are experienced in rendering

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

A6：service staffs in the same uniform pleasant to the
eye
Dimension B:
service
reliability of
ship trading

B1：the ship trading information provided is correct and
accurate

market

professional services
Dimension C:

C1：the ship trading market enjoys sound reputation

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

service

C2：service staffs have work ethics

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

supportability

C3：the ship trading market use standard contracts

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

of ship trading

C4：the ship trading market is authorized by Ministry of

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

market

Transport

Dimension D:

D1：demand of the customers is satisfied in time

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

service

D2：the transaction process is efficient

1 2

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

responsibility

D3： service staffs pocessess professional skills

1

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

of ship trading

D4 ： customers are informed of the first-hand

1 2

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

market

information

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

D5：equipped with impeccable emergency system
Dimension E:

E1： service staffs are warm-hearted
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3 4 5

2 3

3 4 5

2 3

1 2

4 5 6

4 5 6

3 4 5

7

6 7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

E2： service staffs know what customers need

1

of

E3： customer first all the time

1 2

trading

E4：provide customized service

1 2

Dimension F:

F1: the ship trading market provides ship trading

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1 2

service

information

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

service
empathy
ship

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

3 4 5

6 7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

market

function
ship

of

F2:

trading

the ship trading market provides service of

3 4 5

6 7

appraisal and inspection

market

F3:

the ship trading market provides financial service

of ship trading
F4:

the ship trading market provides service of

agenting ship insurance
F5:

the

ship trading market provides ship auction

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

ship trading market provides

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

service
F6:

the

authentication

service
F7:

the

ship trading market provides consultation of

ship trading

1

2 3 4

5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

1

2 3

4 5 6

7

( design of trading scheme)

Part Four: The Table of customer BI
Item Description

HI
1

Voluntarily recommend this ship trading
market to other traders

HI
2

Be willing to offer high price for the service
of this market

HI
3

Very congruent
Congruent
Congruent to some extent
Comment
Incongruent to some extent
Incongruent
Not congruent at all

Item

Will choose this ship trading market next
time
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This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very much for your time and patience. I hope
everything goes well with your work and wish your family happiness!
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